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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STAtE OF UTAH

GORDON J. SWENSON,
Plaintiff and Appellant,
APPELLANT'S BRIEF
vs.
CHRYSLER CORPORATION, et al,,
Defendants,
Supreme Court No. 860601
PRUDENTIAL GENERAL
INSURANCE COMPANY,
Defendant and Respondent.

STATEMENT OF ISSUES
The sole

issue in

this appeal

is whether "mechanical

breakdown or failure11, as used in an exclusionary
policy of
system

provision in a

automobile insurance, excludes failure of a structural

constructed

of

non-moving

parts, where

such

failure

resulted from someone's affirmative act.
STATEMENT OF THE CASE
Nature of the Case
The

plaintiff

brought

resulting from failure of
vehicle

owned

brought

against

salesman, the

by

the
the

this action to recover damages

transaxle

plaintiff.
manufacturer,

mounting
The
the

rags

in

a motor

action was originally
dealer,

the

dealer's

dealer's and the salesman's bonding companies, and

the insurers under policies of automobile insurance.
1

Course of Proceedings
On October

18, 1985,

summary judgment (Tr. 3,
Prudential

General

the Third District Court granted

Addendum A)

Insurance

formalized by an order entered

in favor

of the defendant

Company ("Prudential"), which was
November

18,

1985

(R. 355-356,

Addendum B ) . This is the order from which the plaintiff appeals.
A

previous

appeal,

Supreme

Court

Number 21030, was

dismissed on the Court's own motion, on the basis that

the order

appealed from was not yet final, and therefore not yet appealable
under Rule 54(b), Utah Rules of Civil Procedure.
Disposition in the Lower Court
Prior to trial and prior to this appeal,
settled with

all defendants in this action except Prudential. By

order entered October 27, 1986,
settlement

agreement

between

the
the

District

Court

approved a

plaintiff and all defendants

except Prudential (R. 459-463, Addendum C ) .
effect of

the plaintiff

Such

order had the

making the summary judgment entered November 18, 1985,

final for purposes of Rule 54(b), Utah Rules

of Civil Procedure,

thereby permitting an appeal.
Statement of Facts
The plaintiff

respectfully submits

facts are undisputed, or
Therefore,

for

are supported

purposes

of

that the following

by substantial evidence.

defendant's

motion

for

summary

judgment, such facts should have been resolved in the plaintiff's
favor under Rule 56(c), Utah Rules of Civil Procedure.
The plaintiff

was, at

all times
2

material hereto, the

owner of

a motor

vehicle which

was the insured vehicle under a

policy of automobile insurance (hereinafter the "Policy"), issued
by Prudential. (R. 200-238, Addendum D.)
While the Policy was in effect, the plaintiff submitted
a claim, based on

damage occuring

during the

policy period, to

the vehicle insured under the Policy, which claim came within the
provision of the Policy which read as follows:
Comprehensive Coverage
If you've paid for this coverage (see the
Declarations Page), we'll pay for any direct
and accidental loss of or damage to
a car,
including its equipment, caused by anything
other than collision.
For example, glass
breakage (even if the glass is broken in a
collision), losses caused by theft, fire,
flood, hail, earthquake, vandalism, collision
with a bird or animal, and so forth.
(R. 224, Addendum D.)
Prudential denied
Its argument

for summary

such claim

and continues

to do so.

judgment was based on the provision of

the Policy which read as follows:
Wear and Tear
We won't pay for wear and tear, freezing, or
mechanical or electrical breakdown or failure
unless it results from the theft of the car
during the policy period.
(R. 226, Addendum D.)
The

damage

resulted from the
mounting system,
downward

through

automobile's

on

which

failure

of

the appellant's claim was based
the

which consists
a

frame,

flange
into

subject

of two

extending
two

threaded
3

vehicle's transaxle

bolts driven vertically
horizontally

from

the

holes in the transaxle

housing, which
to hold

the

in turn
engine

is bolted to the engine block and serves

in

place.

The

frame,

the

flange, the

transaxle housing, and the engine block are all structural parts,
and none is a moving part.
transaxle

mounting

The failure of

system

resulted

the subject vehicle's

from

the

fact

that, by

someone's affirmative act, and without the

plaintiff's knowledge

or permission,

had been drilled to a

the transaxle

mount holes

size larger than normal and rags had been stuffed in the holes to
enable tighter

fit.

The failure

of such

failure of the transaxle mounting system

rags resulted in the

as a

whole.

(R. 349-

350, Addendum E.)
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT
The
because the
constitute

plaintiff's
damages

upon

"mechanical

claim

was

valid

under

which

the

claim

was

breakdown

or

failure",

the

Policy

based

do not

such

as

are

excludable under the "Wear and Tear" provision of the Policy.
The damages described were not "mechanical breakdown or
failure" because

they resulted

from the affirmative act of some

person or persons, and not from normal wear and tear.
The damages
breakdown
failure of

or

described

failure"

non-moving

do

because

such

parts.

The

not

constitute "mechanical

damages resulted from the
term

"mechanical" implies

movement or process, and does not apply to stationary, structural
parts.
Either of the foregoing reasons would
take the

be sufficient to

plaintiff's claim out from under the Policy's "Wear ar_d
4

Tear" exclusion.
facts

which

exclusion,
facts.

The

would
and

burden of proof was on Prudential to show

bring

Prudential

the

subject

has

claim

within

a Policy

offered ho evidence of any such

For purposes of defendant Prudential's motion for summary

judgmentf any

material factual dispute should have been resolved

in the plaintiff's favor.
ARGUMENT
POINT I
THE DAMAGES ALLEGED DO NOT CONSTITUTE
"MECHANICAL BREAKDOWN OR FAILURE" BECAUSE
SUCH DAMAGES RESULTED FROM SOMEONE'S
AFFIRMATIVE ACT
The plaintiff is unaware
"mechanical

breakdown

policy exclusions.
that policies
the insurer.

or

of

failure"

an^
for

Utah

cases defining

purposes

of insurance

However, Utah has consistently taken the view

of insurance
Utah

Farm

are to be strictly construed against
Bureau

Mutual

Insurance

Company v.

Orville Andrews & Sons, 665 P.2d 1308 (Utah 1983); Christensen v.
Farmers Insurance Exchange, 21 Utah 2d 194, 443
P. E.

Ashton Company

v. Joyner,

17 Utah

P.2d 385 (1968);

2d 162,

406 P.2d 306

(1965); Stout v. Washington Fire and Marine Insurance Company, 14
Utah 2d 414, 385 P.2d 608 (1963).
Cases in

other jurisdictions

view that the mechanical breakdown

or

consistently support the
failure

exclusion

in an

insurance policy only applies where such breakdown or failure did
not result from some previous cause insured under the policy.
In

Connie's

Construction

Co.,

Inc., v. Continental

Western Insurance Company, 227 N.W.2d 204 (Iowa 1975), concerning
5

damage to

an insured

truck crane, the act of the policyholder's

employees in installing an overlong cable on the crane had caused
the cable

to break,

resulting in a claim under the policy.

The

court held that the mechanical breakdown exclusion did not apply.
The court said:
[The policy] provides for coverage of "[a]11
risks of direct physical loss of or damage to
the insured property from any external cause,
except as hereinafter provided."
Defendant
contends the cause of loss in this case was
the breaking of the cable and argues this was
not an "external cause" within the meaning of
the policy.
*

*

*

In the present case the cause of the accident
was the
act of plaintiff's employees in
installing cable of excessive length on the
crane.
The breaking of the cable was an
effect rather than the cause of the loss. The
act of plaintiff's employees was the outward
source or origin of the instigating agent
which led to the injury. Therefore the loss
had an external cause within the meaning of
the Policy.
*

*

*

The mechanical breakdown was an effect and not
the cause of plaintiff's loss.
The loss was
due to the act of plaintiff's employees.
Id., at
loss

206-207.

"caused

Addendum D.)

by

In the present action, the Policy covered all
anything

The

than

damage originated

act in redrilling the
349-350, Addendum

other

(R. 224,

with someone's affirmative

transaxle mounts

E.)

collision."

Therefore, the

and inserting

rags. (R.

mechanical breakdown, if

any, was an effect and not the cause of plaintiff's loss.
A
Casualty

similar

Insurance

view

was

Company,

taken
653

in

Sandoval

v. Hartford

S.W.2d 604 (Tex. App. 7 Dist.

1983) , involving damages from a truck upset.
in

the

policyholder's

breakdown or

favor,

failure exclusion

holding

The court concluded

that

did not

the

mechanical

apply, despite the fact

that the moving hydraulic lift-arms supporting the truck bed were
indisputedly bent.

The court looked to the shifting of the load

which preceded the lift-arm bending as

the cause

of the mishap,

saying:
[I]n a
continuous sequence o t cause and
effect, the load shifted caus ling, in some
sequence, the truck frame to bend down, the
truck bed to twist, and the hydraulic liftarms to bend, thereby effecting the upset...
[T]he load shift causing the truck bed to
twist
was
an
intervening cbuse of the
mechanical breakdown or failure...
JEd. at 607.
The rationale used in the foregoing cases was also used
in Rust

Tractor Company

v. Consolidated

N.M. 658, 526 P.2d 800 (1974),
breakdown resulting
oil level was not
failure exclusion.

where

from negligent
excludable

under

Constructors, Inc., 86

it

was

held

that engine

failure to maintain a proper
a

mechanical

breakdown or

The court said:

Mechanical breakdown or failure can be the
cause of loss or the effect of the loss
itself. This insurance policy excludes losses
"... due to ...
mechanical breakdown or
failure ..."
Thus mechanical breakdown is
relevant only when it is a causative factor.
The unchallenged facts in this case establish
that negligent failure to maintain the oil
level was the cause of the loss. Mechanical
breakdown was merely the effect of the loss
itself.
Even assuming mechanical breakdown was a cause
of the loss, the exclusion still does not
apply.
Where a risk insured against operates
7

to subject the insured property to a risk not
insured
against,
the
loss
is covered.
[Citations omitted.]
Id. at

802.

In the present case, the cause of the loss was the

act of

some third

349-350, Addendum

party in
E.)

altering the

transaxle mounts. (R.

Mechanical breakdown, if any, was merely

the effect.

The "risk insured against" (under

Coverage of

the Policy) is to "any direct and accidental loss of

or damage to a car ... caused by
(R. 224, Addendum D ) ,

anything other

including the

the Comprehensive

than collision"

unauthorized alteration of

the transaxle mounts and the failure of such

mounts.

Therefore,

the loss is covered.
POINT II
THE DAMAGES ALLEGED DO NOT CONSTITUTE
"MECHANICAL BREAKDOWN OR FAILURE" BECAUSE
THE PARTS WHICH FAILED WERE NON-MOVING,
STRUCTURAL PARTS
Besides looking at causation, courts have looked at the
nature of the parts which failed.
and

Casualty

involving

a

Company

v.

homeowner's

exclusion, the

In

Preddy,
policy

National

451

with

Investors

Fire

S.W.2d 457 (Ark. 1970),
a

mechanical

breakdown

court held that collapse of a duct system was not

a mechanical breakdown.

The court said:

We interpret a mechanical breakdown here to
have reference to a failure in the working
mechanism of the machinery —
a functional
defect in the moving parts of the equipment
which causes the latter to cease functioning
or to function improperly. Actually, that is
the very common usage of the term... In
considering the phraseology of an insurance
policy the common usage
of terms should
prevail when interpretation is required.
8

We are
also mindful
that [the insurer]
selected the phraseology and
if it were
intended to include all the attachments to the
heater in the exclusions it would have been
the fairer procedure to have put the insured
on notice by using clear-cut terminology to
that effect.
Id., at

458, emphasis

added.

In the present case, none of the

parts of the transaxle mounting system
parts —

which failed

the defect was structural rather than functional.
National

Investors,

supra, wa$

Structural Steel Co. v. Bethlehem Steel
164

were moving

(D.

Conn.

1984) , in

system, used for removal

followed in Standard

Corporation, 597 F.Supp.

which cables i^n a waterborne derrick

and replacement

of bridge

spans, were

severely damaged by defectively designed c^ble guides.
held that

the

mechanical

breakdown

exclusion

in

The court

the subject

insurance policy did not apply, saying:
The cable guide failure was not in itself a
working mechanism, as such,
but a solid
stationary steel I-beam structure, which had
been welded to the derrick and u$ed to perform
a passive auxiliary function, namely, to guide
and stabilize the excess lifting cable, both
before and after it had passed through the
grippers.
Thus, it is apparent that no
"mechanical breakdown" as sucli, occurred to
cause
this
accident.
Therefore, this
exclusion does not preclude coverage.
Id. at

197, emphasis

which were

damaged by

added.

It will

the defective

b0 noted that the cables
cable guides

were in fact

moving parts, but it was sufficient for policy coverage that the
original design defect was in non-moving,
the

present

case,

the

transaxle

structural parts.

mounts

served

auxiliary function," that of holding the engine and
9

a

In

"passive

transaxle in

place.
The

automobile

insurance

policy

purchased

plaintiff describes itself as an "easy reading" policy,
Addendum

D.)

At

the

minimum,

by

the

(R. 219,

a policyholder under a policy

marketed in the United States would be justified in assuming that
an

"easy

reading"

policy

used

normal,

everyday

definitions for words which were not specifically defined
policy.

The

Random

English
in the

House Dictionary of the English Language,

Unabridged Edition (Random House,

1967), includes

the following

definitions:
machine ... 1. an apparatus consisting of
interrelated parts with separate functions,
used in the performance of some kind of
work...
2.
a
mechanical
apparatus
or
contrivance;
a
mechanism.
3. something
operated by a mechanical apparatus... 4... a
device which transmits and modifies force or
motion... [Emphasis added.]
machinery ... 1. an assemblage of machines or
mechanical apparatuses... 2. the parts of a
machine, collectively... 5.
any system by
which
action
is
maintained... [Emphasis
added.]
mechanical
...
1.
having
to
do with
machinery... 2. being a machine, or including
machinery... 3.caused by or
derived from
machinery...
mechanics ... 1. the science that deals with
the action of forces on bodies and with
motion... [Emphasis added.]
mechanism ... 1. an assembly of moving parts
performing a complete functional motion...
[Emphasis added.]
All of the underlined portions of the foregoing definitions carry
an implication of motion, process, and function.
10

The Policy, containing the phrase "mechanical breakdown
or failure", is a standard printed
(R.

200-238, Addendum

"mechanical"

with

D.)

motion

form prepared

Normal
and

English

process,

by Prudential.
usage associates

and

this

Court

has

consistently followed the rule of strict constuction of insurance
policies against the insurer.

The Utah cases where such rule was

followed

Bureau Mutual Insurance Company v.

include

Utah

Farm

Orville Andrews & Sons,

665

definition

as

of

tractor

P.2d
"farm

Christensen v. Farmers Insurance
P.2d 385

(1968), determining

during use in "automobile
Joyner, 17
a

1308

(|jtah 1983), involving

implement"

or

Exchange, 21

whether an

business";

"automobile";

Utah 2d

194, 443

automobile was damaged
P.p.

Ashton

Company v.

Utah 2d 162, 406 P.2d 306 (1965), defining "theft" of

vehicle;

Stout

v.

Washington

Fire

and

Marine Insurance

Company, 14 Utah 2d 414, 385 P.2d 608 (1963), defining "premises"
for purposes of a fire insurance policy.

In P.E.

Ashton Company

v. Joyner, supra, this Court said:
This court is committed to the policy that, in
case of ambiguity, uncertainty, or doubt, the
terms of
an insurance
contract will be
construed strictly against the insurer and in
favor of the insured, and that the insured is
entitled to the broadest protection that he
could
reasonably
believe
the
commonly
understood meaning of its terms afforded him.
Id., at 308.
Had
structural

Prudential

parts

from

intended
coverage,

to
it

exclude

could

have

Therefore, "mechanical breakdown or failure" should
in accordance

with normal

English to
11

ap^ly only

non-moving,
so

stated.

be construed
to failure of

moving, functional

parts, which

contribute to the motion of the

vehicle, and not to stationary, structural parts, which

serve to

hold the vehicle together.
POINT III
PRUDENTIAL, WHICH HAS THE BURDEN OF PROVING THAT
THE DAMAGES ALLEGED COME WITHIN A POLICY EXCLUSION,
HAS OFFERED NO EVIDENCE TO MEET SUCH BURDEN
The Utah Supreme Court has stated:
Where a loss occurs which normally would be
compensable under an insurance policy, and the
company asserts a defense of noncoverage on
the ground of an exception stated in the
policy, the general rule of insurance law is
that this is in the nature of an affirmative
defense; and that the company has the burden
of proving by a preponderance of the evidence
that the loss comes within the exception
stated in the policy.
Whitlock v. Old American Insurance Company,
P.2d 26

(1968) , at

27, emphasis

Town and Country Insurance
1982), in which

added.

Company,

634

21 Utah

2d 131, 442

In Hall v. Farm Bureau
S.W.2d

215

(Mo. App.

damages from an automobile engine fire were held

not to be excluded under a "mechanical breakdown" provision in an
automobile insurance policy, the court said:
The
comprehensive
policy
in
this case
obligated [the insurer] to pay for all losses,
except those due to collision, that were not
excluded by specific policy provisions... The
burden was on [the insurer] to prove facts
that would avoid liability because of the
exclusion.
Id. at 216, emphasis added.
Prudential

has

never

contention that the damage on
based

constituted

"direct

disputed

which

and
12

the

the

plaintiff's

plaintiff's
claim was

accidental loss of or damage to

[the

plaintiff's]

"Comprehensive

car"

Coverage"

so

as

to

provision

bring
of

the claim within the
the

Policy.

Yet,

Prudential has offered no affidavits or other evidence to support
its

position

that

the

plaintiff's

claiijn was

excludable

as

"mechanical breakdown or failure".
The plaintiff has contended, with support by affidavit,
that the first step in
complained of

the

chain

of

causation

of

the damage

was the affirmative act of some person in altering

the transaxle mounts in a manner contrary to

the original design

of the vehicle (R. 349-350, Addendum E ) , and that the second step
in the

chain of

causation was

the failure

of non-moving, non-

mechanical, structural parts.
The

"Comprehensive

Coverage"

provision of the Policy

states:
If you've paid for this coverage (see the
Declarations Page), we'll pay for any direct
and accidental loss of or damage; to
a car,
including its equipment, caused by anything
other than collision.
For example, glass
breakage (even if the glass is broken in a
collision), losses caused by theft, fire,
flood, hail, earthquake, vandalism, collision
with a bird or animal, and so foi^th.
(R. 224, Addendum D.)
"vandalism,"
without the

since

Arguably,
the

the

transaxle

plaintiff's knowledge

definition of

"vandalism" under

faqts

mount

alleged constitute

alterations were made

or permission.

the Polidy need not be decided,

since "vandalism" is merely given as one of a series
in

a

provision

ending

with

However, the

the

"Comprehensive Coverage" provision
13

phrase
applie$

of examples

"and so forth."
to

"any

The

direct and

accidental

loss

of

or

other than

collision"

damage

to a car ... caused by anything

(emphasis

added).

Prudential

has not

contended that any collision was involved.
Under

Whitlock,

supra,

the

burden

of

proof

Prudential to establish an exclusion under the Policy.
Prudential has

offered no

evidence in

first

step

in

is on

However,

opposition to either the

contention that

the

affirmative act

of some person in altering the transaxle mounts,

or the contention that the second
moving, non-mechanical,
argued that the phrase

damage

step was

structural parts.

causation

the failure

was the

of non-

Prudential has merely

"mechanical breakdown

or failure" should

be construed against the policyholder.
The

first

point

in

the

chain of causation at which

moving, functional, "mechanical" parts were affected,
third step,

subsequent to

the failure

of the transaxle mounts,

when, as a direct result of the transaxle
parts of

the drive

drain were

was at the

mount failure, certain

affected.

The following passage

was quoted previously:
Where a risk insured against operates to
subject the insured property to a risk not
insured
against,
the
loss
is covered.
[Citations omitted.]
Rust Tractor
658, 526 P.2d
foregoing

transaxle

800

case,

plaintiff's
produced

Company v. Consolidated Constructors, Inc., 86 N.M.

by

(1974),

even

at

the

vehicle

are

the

failure

mounts, which

802.

damages

covered,
of
in

the
turn
14

Under
to

since

the

the

rule

in the

drive train of the

they

vehicle's
was

the

were

directly

(non-mechanical)
direct

result

of

someone's

having

previously

altered

sucfr mounts. (R. 349-350,

Addendum E.)
Even assuming arguendo, and
Rusty supra,

that the

damages to

contrary

to show

much larger cost of
the amount

the separation

repairing the

,f

mechanical"

could

prove

parts.

In

Insurance Company of North
1983), the

burden would remain

of Isuch

damages from the

ruined transaxle

as

the

Compagnie

cost
Pes

America, 554

of

mounts, and

replacement of

Bauxites De Guinee v.
P.Supp. 1075 (W.D.Penn.

boom of a piece of bauxite prodessing equipment known

as a "bucket wheel" had collapsed, resulting in
bucket wheel.

extensive damage

The policyholder h^d argued that the boom

was a structural member and the insurer had argued that
was

a

mechanical

interruption
a

PPlY/

rule in

excluded from coverage would be limited to the amount

which Prudential

to the

the

the moving parts of the drive

train were not covered under the Policy, the
on Prudential

to

part.

policy's

regardless

mechanical part.

The

court

mechanical

of

whether

held

breakdown

the

boom

that

the boom

the business

exclusion

did not

was a structural or a

The court said:

Once a business interruption loss results from
damage to personal property, however that
damage is caused, even if by a mechanical
breakdown, there is coverage under the terms
of the policy as the insurer has written it.
... Under the policy language, whether or not
there
is
a
mechanical
breakdown
is
immaterial...
Id. at
that the

1078-1079.

The court

insurance policy

Breakdown," and

had not

placed heaVy reliance on the fact

in question

h£d excluded "Mechanical

excluded "losses caused by or resulting
15

from mechanical

breakdown."

Id., at

1077-1078.

In the present

case, the policy excludes "wear and tear, freezing, or mechanical
or

electrical

breakdown

or

does not exclude "losses

failure" (R. 226, Addendum D), and

caused by

or resulting

from" wear and

tear, freezing, or mechanical or electrical breakdown or failure.
Under
mechanical

parts,

Compagnie Pes

are

all

parts

repair of

under

under

even

the

damages

Policy.

to

Under

cost of replacement or repair of
is

excludable,

all other

Even under the latter

insurer,

damages,

compensable

mechanical

replacement or

the

supra,

Bauxites, supra,

specifically

Policy.

Rust,

parts is

view, the

Whitlock,

supra,

but

of

covered under the

burden of
to

cost

proof is on

show which costs are

attributable to parts which are mechanical.
Prudential has attempted no showing as
are mechanical

and which

summary judgment,
Prudential offered

or

are not

at

any

in support

other

time

to which parts

of its motion for

in

this proceeding.

no supporting affidavits or other evidence to

establish that the damages resulting in

the present

within

failure" exclusion, even

the

"mechanical

breakdown

or

though the burden of proof on such issue was on
purposes

of

Prudential's

motion

for

action came

Prudential.

summary

For

judgment, all

disputed issues of material fact should have been resolved in the
plaintiff's favor,
Civil

Procedure.

in accordance
Therefore,

with Rule 56(c), Utah Rules of
summary

Prudential should not have been granted.

16

judgment

in

favor

of

CONCLUSION
The plaintiff seeks an Order of the Court reversing the
district court's summary judgment in favor

of Prudential General

Insurance Company, and reversing the district court's ruling that
the damages claimed by the plaintiff were excluded

from coverage

under the subject policy of insurance.
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this ^ ^ f W y of
1987.

GORDON J.
Attorney Pro Se
Plaintiff
N &)Ht>LI
623 East First South
Salt Lake City, Utah 84102

CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY
•

I hereby certify that on this (J^J( &&Y of
1987, I hand-delivered four (4) true and correct copies of^the
foregoing Appellant's Brief to Terry M. Plant, HANSON, DUNN,
EPPERSON & SMITH, 175 South West Templef #650, Salt Lake City,
Utah 84101.

Cisi**£i&\
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ADDENDUM A

TT
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT
IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH

* * *

GORDON J. SWENSON,
PLAINTIFF,

CIVIL NO. C-84-6816

-VS-

JUDGE'S RULING

CHRYSLER CORPORATION, ET AL,
DEFENDANTS

* * *

BE IT REMEMBERED THAT ON FRIDAY, THE 18TH DAY
OF OCTOBER, 1985, COMMENCING AT THE HOUR OF 3:20 O'CLOCK
P.M., THE ABOVE-ENTITLED MATTER CAME ON FOR HEARING IN THE
COURTROOM OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT, IN AND FOR SALT
LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH; SAID CAUSE BEING HELD BY THE
HONORABLE JUDITH M. BILLINGS, JUDGE IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL
DISTRICT COURT, STATE OF UTAH.

*

Eileen M. Ambrose, C.S.R.

* 4

1

A P P E A R A N C E S

1

2
3

FOR THE PLAINTIFF:

GORDON J. SWENSON, PRO SE
ATTORNEY AT LAW
1120 WINDSOR STREET #2
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 84105

FOR THE DEFENDANT:

TERRY M. PLANT
HANSON, DUNN, EPPERSON & SMITH
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
175 SOUTH WEST TEMPLE
SUITE #650
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 84101

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
*

11

*

*

12
13

I_ N_ D_ E_ X

14
15
16

PAGE 3

JUDGE'S RULING

17
*

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

E i l e e n M. A m b r o s e ,

C.S.R.

*

*

JUDGE BILLINGS:

THE COURT DOES BELIEVE THIS IS AN ISSUtE

THAT MUST EITHER NOW OR LATER BE RESOLVED BY THE COURT AS IT|
IS THE INTERPRETATION OF THE PROVISION OF A CONTRACT.

THE

APPLICABLE PROVISION IS THE WEAR AND TEAR AS TO WHETHER OR
NOT THAT EXCLUDES THE DAMAGE THAT PLAINTIFF SUFFERRED.
THE COURT IS PERSUADED, EVEN THOUGH THE LANGUAGE
IS SOMEWHAT CONFUSING, THAT THE INTENTION OF THIS PROVISION
WAS TO EXCLUDE THE TYPE AND NATURE OF INJURIES SUFFERRED BY
THE PLAINTIFF, I.E., INJURY TO THE MECHANISM OF THE AUTOMOBILE, DURING THE POLICY PERIOD.
THEREFORE, THE COURT WILL GRANT THE DEFENDANT'S
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT BASED UPON THE WEAR AND TEAR
PROVISION.
COURT WILL ASK COUNSEL JTO PREPARE FINDINGS OF FACJr
AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW, SUBMIT THEM TO COUNSEL FOR PLAINTIFF
AND THEN TO THE COURT.
MR. SWENSON:
MR. PLANT:

THANK YOU.

THANK YOU, YOUR H0NOR.

JUDGE BILLINGS:

THANK YOU.

(WHEREUPON, THE JUDGE'S RULING WAS CONCLUDED).

Eileen M. Ambrose, C.S.R.

3

C E R T I F I C A T E

STATE OF UTAH
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE

)
:
)

SS.

I, EILEEN M. AMBROSE, HEREBY CERTIFY THAT I
AM A CERTIFIED SHORTHAND REPORTER OF THE STATE OF UTAH;
THAT AS SUCH CERTIFIED SHORTHAND REPORTER, I ATTENDED
THE HEARING OF THE ABOVE-MENTIONED MATTER AT THAT TIME
AND PLACE SET OUT HEREIN; THAT THEREAT I TOOK DOWN IN
SHORTHAND THE TESTIMONY GIVEN AND THE PROCEEDINGS HAD
THEREIN; AND THAT THEREAFTER I TRANSCRIBED MY SAID
SHORTHAND NOTES INTO TYPEWRITING, AND THAT THE FOREGOING
TRANSCRIPTION IS A FULL, TRUE, AND CORRECT TRANSCRIPTION
OF THE SAME.

EILEEN >M. AMBROSE/, C.S.R.

MY COMMISSION EXPIRES:
JANUARY 14TH, 1988.

Eileen M. Ambrose, C.S.R.
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ADDENDUM B

• ' l l l . i l - , , . .

TERRY M. PLANT #2610
HANSON, DUNN, EPPERSON & SMITH
A Professional Corporation
Attorneys for Prudential General Insurance
650 Clark Learning Office Center
175 South West Temple
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101
Telephone: 363-7611

NO'' vt

-g
• • - • > •

)f'

{

IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STA^E OF UTAH
GORDON J. SWENSON,
Plaintiff,

J U D G M E N T

-vsCHRYSLER CORPORATION, HINKLEYS
INCORPORATED aka HINKLEY'S
INCORPORATED aka HINKLEY'S
INC., UNIVERSAL UNDERWRITERS
INSURANCE COMPANY, GORDON T.
GLENN, WESTERN SURETY COMPANY,
PRUDENTIAL GENERAL INSURANCE
COMPANY, and NATIONWIDE
MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY,

Civil No. C84-6816
Judge Judith M. Billings

Defendants.
Defendant Prudential General Insurance Company's Motion
for Summary Judgment, having come on regularly for hearing before
the above-entitled Court on October 18^ 1985 at the hour of 2:00
p.m.; Terry M. Plant appearing for and in behalf of the defendant
Prudential General Insurance Company; Gordon Swenson appearing in
his own behalf; and no appearance having been entered by the

I

other parties herein; and the Court being fully advised in the
premises,
IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED that the
defendant Prudential General Insurance Company's Motion for
Summary Judgment be and the same hereby is granted.

Said Motion

will represent a final judgment as to all claims of the plaintiff
against Prudential General Insurance Company, which is the
subject of this action.
DATED this

Ifc

day of T l 'xu >\ \X^
BY THE COURT:

, 1985.

ADDENDUM C

JfZTZTifi
and Attorney Pro Se
L120 Windsor St. #2

a fo~<AA^\

Salt Lake City, Utah 84105
Telephone: (801) 521-8026

IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF SALT LAKE COUNTY
STATE OF UTAH
GORDON J. SWENSON,
I
]I
1

Plaintiff,

MOTION, STIPULATION, AND
ORDER OF DISMISSAL WITH
PREJUDICE AND ON THE MERITS

v.
Civil No. C-84-6816

CHRYSLER CORPORATION, et al.,
Defendants.
The

'

plaintiff,

Judge Judith M. Billings

Gordon

J.

defendants, Chrysler Corporation,
Universal

Underwriters

(the "Settling

Defendants"), by

matter,

with

Settling Defendants.
settlement

between

and through

prejudice

The
the

Company,

an order

motion

and
is

above-named

pro

se, and the

Hinckleys Incorporated,
Gordon

Nationwide Mutual

record, move the above court for
captioned

Inc.,

Insurance

Western Surety Company, and

Swen$on,

T.

Glenn,

Insurance Company
their attorneys of

dismissing the aboveon the merits as to the

based

upon

parties

and

the complete
the

General

Release signed by the plaintiff.
The parties hereto agree and stipulate
of three
plaintiff

thousand five
as

that the amount

hundred dollars ($3,500.00), paid to the

consideration

for

settlement

with

the Settling

Defendants, is to compensate the plaintiff for the following:
1.

Three thousand

one hundred $ixty-four dollars and
1

„FB-Trcr*»*."»

ror a«m-g«B

Repair including parts

itemized as follows:

(transaxle)

$2,102,03

Repair (shifter)

19.04

Towing

4 42.00

Substitute car rental

282 . 08

Estimated mileage, borrowed cars (@ 20c/mi.)

246.00

Bus fare (Cedar City)

25.86

Telephone long distance (Cedar City)

47.34

2.

Three

hundred thirty-five dollars and sixty-five

cents ($335.65) as partial reimbursement for litigation costs and
expenses, consisting
costs, relating to
Settling

of filing, typing, duplication, and postage
portions

Defendants,

Insurance Company

and

of

this

not

litigation

involving the

the defendant Prudential General

("Prudential").

Nothing in this dismissal shall affect

the plaintiff's

rights, including rights of appeal, against Prudential, except to
the extent that the plaintiff's claim
from the

against Prudential results

items of damage, and in the amounts, stated in numbered

paragraphs 1 and 2 hereinabove.
The parties, by and through their
and Gordon

J. Swenson,

attorneys of record,

pro se, hereby stipulate to the entry of

an Order of Dismissal With Prejudice and on the Merits
plaintiff

and

the

Settling

Defendants

Motion.

2

as to the

in accordance with the

PATED

this

/ 7 ~ Z ^ day of October, 1986.

GORDON J

DATED this

bsCiA^ifr^

NSON, p r o

se

/ ? . » * day of October, 1986.
CHRISTENSEN, JENSEN & POWELL
By
Gainer M. Wa-14-billig
Attorneys for Defendant
Chrysler Corporation

DATED this

SXP>

day of October, 1986.
SNOW, CHRISTENSEfl & MARTINEAU
By

IAAAA/^

LA.

Dennis Ferguson
Attorney$ for Hin kley's Inc.
Universal Under riters
Insurance Compahy/ Gordon
T. Glenn, Western Surety
Company
DATED this

nh

day of October, 198
STRONG & HANNI

By

UM

Mark J, Ti
Attorney? £orl Nationwide
Mutual Inswance Company
ORDER
Based upon

the parties1

Motion and

Stipulation to an

Order of Dismissal With Prejudice and on the Merits, and for good
cause appearing, it is hereby ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED:
3

i.

The above-entitled

dismissed with prejudice and on the
Chrysler

Corporation,

Inc.,

action shall
merits as

Hinckleys

Underwriters Insurance Company, Gordon
Company and

Nationwide Mutual

be and is hereby
to the defendants

Incorporated, Universal
T. Glenn,

Western Surety

Insurance Company (the "Dismissed

Defendants").
2.

The amount of three

thousand five

hundred dollars

($3,500.00) which has been paid to the plaintiff by the Dismissed
Defendants as consideration for settlement herein shall be deemed
to have compensated the plaintiff as follows:
(a)

Three thousand one hundred sixty-four dollars and

thirty-five cents ($3,164.35), for damages itemized as follows:
Repair including parts (transaxle)

$2,102.03

Repair (shifter)

19.04

Towing

442.00

Substitute car rental

282.08

Estimated mileage, borrowed cars (@ 20c/mi.)

246.00

Bus fare (Cedar City)

25.86

Telephone long distance (Cedar City)

47.34

(b)

Three hundred

thirty-five dollars

and sixty-five

cents ($335.65) as partial reimbursement for litigation costs and
expenses, consisting of filing, typing, duplication,
costs,

relating

to

portions

Dismissed Defendants, and not
Insurance Company
3.

of
the

and postage

this litigation involving the
defendant

Prudential General

("Prudential").

All previous orders, judgements and decrees in this
4

summary
1985/
final

in favor of
for

Judgement

the defendant

purposes

of

Rule

Procedure, and Rule 54(b),

entered November 18,

Prudential, are
3(a), Utah

Utah Rules

Rules

of Civil

herby declared
of

Appellate

Procedure.

The

court hereby expressly directs entry of judgement in favor of the
defendant Prudential, and expressly

determines that

there is no

just reason for delay.
DATED this

^"7

day of (yCjJ&'tiis.

v 1986.

BY THE COURT

OvTfritft
W&ith M. Billings
District Court Judge
Third Judicial District
'"riJv^iN r-t*'*H..fY

*v

^JCU^JSJJLL^^

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I hereby certify that on this jft^
day of October,
1986, I caused to be mailed, postage prepaid/ a true and correct
copy of the foregoing MOTION, STIPULATION, AND ORDER OF DISMISSAL
WITH PREJUDICE AND ON THE MERITS to Terry M. Plant, Hanson, Dunn,
Epperson & Smith, 650 Clark Learning Office Center, 175 South West
Temple, Salt Lake City, Utah 84101.
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UTORTANT:
TOUR POLICY PREMIUM MAT HAVE CHANGED DUE TO RATING BY HAKE
AND HOOEL OF YOUR V E H I C L E S ) .
PLEASE CHCOC THE DESCRIPTIONS) SHOUN.
ENDT PAC 221 ATTACHED CO*>REHENSIVE COVERAGE DEDUCTIBLE AS SHOUN
ENDT PAC 2 4 0 ATTACHED SUPPLE>CNTARY UNINSURED MOTORISTS INSURANCE AFFORDED
MW
P f t E M I l * INCLUDED I N COVERAGE J
I
B U > « R DISCOUNT APPLIED TO COLLISION PREMIUM FOR C/M* T\
PERSONS INJURY PROTECTION COVERAGE 1500 DED
AFFOftOED TERM PREMIUM INCLUDED I N COVERAGE A.

M*~nrwc r TI wr

HUy
51

6A440604

fiO0'

C

0

Prudential

0 0

Life Health Auto Home

TWO
Name

j Age (Approx.)

Street

dly

Phone

State

T_ Residence

~.l Business

Involvement

INJURED PERSONS
In the event of mjury to one or more of the above, please try to
determine the following about each:
Was injured removed to a hospital 7 ~ Yes
Z No
City

Name of Hospital
Injured treated
as (
) in-patient or (

) emergency room only

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF ACCIDENT
Please record position and direction of vehicle's) and or
pedestrian(s); identify streets, stop signs and traffic lights:

©IfeDKfD

\m[eXaFG
accident
I

I

•

i

notes

This pamphlet is not
an

accident

report.

Please do not forward
it to our Claim Office.
This

pamphlet

is

provided for your convenience

to

pertinent

information

record

regarding the accident
prior to calling

our

Claim Office to report
the accident.

Prudential Property and Casualty Insurance Company
Prudential General Insurance Company
subsidiaries of The Prudential Insurance Company of America
Corporate Offices: Holmdei, New Jersey 07733
P R I N T E D I N USA
PAC 514

Ed. 2/80

n

:&®'

<yv

Information required to report loss under your Homeowner
Policy. Keep in a safe place.

Information required to report toss under your (VutomobiU
Policy. Keep in you^ glove compartment.

j Your Poi'Cy No

I Your Policy No.

TIME A N D PLACE

TIME A N D PLACE
lOate

iTime

[

J

Date

Location
C«ty

I Time

:

D A.M. DP.M
Streetts) (Where Acacerit

State

AM

z

PM.

Occurred)
State

City

Reponed to police 7 <\atie. Badge No. and Station)

DESCRIPTION OF YOUR LOSS
(If theft, list stolen items. IMPORTANT: Under your policy, theftsmusf be
reported to the police.)
(Fire. W-nd. Theft, etc.)

Was summons issued 7 (Jo whom

7

for what >l

Use of car 7 (Shopping pleasure, business, etc.)
Speed of Other Cans) tMPH,

Speed of Your Car (MPH,
Approximate Cost of Repair Replacement S

Road Surface (Paved, cravet. etc.}

D A M A G E TO PROPERTY OF OTHERS
Owner
Street

1 Phone:

D Home

OTHER CAR

[-Business

City

I Weather (Clear, ramy. coucy. et

| Driver

State
Driver's License No

Damage
Approximate Cost

Cause of Damage

Owner

S

INJURED PERSONS
Age

Name
Street

Crty

i Occupation

State

Phone

Relationship
Phone

Employer

1 What was the injured person doing when hurt?

THE INJURY
Nature and Extent of Injury
Where was »n|ured taken after accident 7
Why was injured on premises 7

I Name of Doctor
Probable Disability

Registration No.
License Plate

State

Make

Model

Insured By
Policy No.

Vehicular accidents rarely involve only one person. Besides
the driver of the other car, pedestrians, occupants of both
cars and/or witnesses may be included. Try to get all the
information about them that you can. And please note their
involvement (witness, occupant, etc.).
ONE

Has injured resumed work*'

Name
Z Yes

1 Age (Approx.)

D No

WITNESSES
(Names. Accesses, Business and Residence Phones)

Street
Phone

City

State

Z Residence

Z Business

Involvement

continued on reverse

0C

,0^

Utah
automobile
endorsement
• Hit klet
Prudential Property and Casualty Insurance Company
Prudential General Insurance Company
subsidiaries of The Prudential Insurance Company of Amenca

PAC 190 UT Ed. 1/83

S BOOKLET CONTAINS MOST OF THE ENDORSEMENTS
JLABLE IN UTAH. YOU ONLY HAVE COVERAGE FOR THE
ORSEMENTS LISTED ON YOUR DECLARATIONS PAGE BY
NUMBER. SEE LIST BELOW FOR LOCATION WITHIN THIS
IKLET.

idex
'AC 202

EXTENDED COVERAGE FOR CARS
YOU DON'T OWN

2

'AC 206

AUTO HOMES

2

'AC 207

ADDITIONAL FINANCIAL INTEREST

3

>AC 212

LIFETIME RENEWAL AT AGE 65

3

>AC 215

SNOWMOBILES

3

>AC 220

LOSS PAYEE AND LIENHOLDER
AGREEMENT

4

>AC 221
PAC 226
PAC 233
PAC 240
PAC 243
PAC 280

COMPREHENSIVE COVERAGE
DEDUCTIBLE
SPECIAL STATE PROVISIONS
RENTAL REIMBURSEMENT
SUPPLEMENTARY UNINSURED
MOTORISTS INSURANCE
OUT OF STATE INSURANCE
ADDITIONAL AUTO ACCIDENT
COVERAGE

PAC 294

PERSONAL INJURY PROTECTION

PAC 295

ADDITIONAL PERSONAL INJURY
PROTECTION - INCREASED LIMITS
DESIGNATED INSURED PERSONAL INJURY PROTECTION
PUNITIVE DAMAGES

PAC 297
PAC 709

AMENDMENT OF
TERMINATION PROVISIONS

13

PAC 1671

MOTOR HOMES

13

PAC 2105

CUSTOMIZED VEHICLES
BUY-BACK

14

LIMITATION OF PERSONAL
INJURY PROTECTION

14

STACKING OF
COVERAGES PROHIBITED

14

PAC 912

PAC 2120
PAC2219A

5
5
7
7
7
7
8
12
12
12

C 202 lEd. 1/80)8
TENDED COVERAGE FOR CARS YOU DON'T OWN

P AC 2 0 6

(Ed. 1/80IB

AUTO HOMES

ier Part 3 (IF YOU INJURE OTHERS OR DAMAGE THEIR PROPERTY) the

The coverages described in Part 11IF YOUR CAR IS DAMAGED OP, STOLEN

irance provided for cars you don't own applies to any car or trailer.

also apply to an Auto Home described on the Declarations Page.

1 the person specified on the Declarations Page land that person's spouse,

The policy applies to direct or accidental loss of or damage to the Auto

> or she lives in the same household) zrA any person or organization which

Home, including equipment and accessories built into it or which are usual

isn't own o( hire the car, but which might be held responsible for the

for a car or truck. But we won't pay for radio or TV antennas or equipment

icified individual's use of the car, are insured under this endorsement.

designed to provide extra living area while the Auto Home is off a highway.

> CARS FOR HIRE provision under Losses We Won't Pay For /Part 3)'doesn't

Nor will we pay for loss to personal property in or on the Auto Home.

)Iy.

This endorsement doesn't apply if the Auto Home is or becomes subject

e OTHER BUSINESS provision under losses We Won't Pay For fPan 3)

to any legal encumbrance (such as a purchase agreenexo-.TJortgace. which

replaced by the following paragraph:

isn't described in the policy. Nor does it apply to damage to tires unless

We won't pay for injury or damage caused by anyone using a car in

caused by an accident covered under this policy.

your business un\ess it's a car being used by you or your private driver,

The third paragraph of the COMPREHENSIVE COVERAGE provision unde-

a trafler las described above) used with that car, or a trailer las described

Our Obligewns To You (Part II which deals with paying your transportation

above) used with a car covered under this part.

costs if your car is stolen, doesn't apply to insurance under this

ider Who Is InsuredIPart 21 you, relatives and their spouses are insured

endorsement.

hile occupying a car furnished for the regular use of the individual specified

You only have the coverages for which specific premium charges are shown

\ the Declarations Page or that person's spouse. The specified individual

on the Declarations Page. For each coverage, we won't pay more than

fid his or her spouse are also insured in any car furnished to you or a

the amount for the coverage shown on the Declarations Page.

jlative for regular use,
Inder the OTHER PEOPLE provisions of Who Is Insured (Part 21 the insurance
overing IN SOMEONE ELSE'S CAR applies to any car or trailer. The injury
lust result from its use by the specified individual (or spouse) or their private
Iriver.
The AUTO BUSINESS provision of Losses We Won't PayFor (Part 2)doesn't
applyWe won't pay for injury to people, other than you and relatives living in
your household, in a taxi or car for hire. Nor for injury to those other people
using a car in the automobile business. We'll pay for injuries to those other
people in other kinds of business only if the injury results from the use
by the specified individual or spouse or their private driver of a car, a trailer
used with it, or a trailer with a car you own.
The insurance under this endorsement doesn't apply to any car owned
by the person specified on the Declarations Page or by a member of the
same household other than their private driver. The insurance applies only
to those coverages referred to which are indicated by specified premium
charges on the Declarations Page.
2

C 207 (Ed. 1/80IB
DITIONAL FINANCIAL INTEREST

P A C 2 1 5 (Ed. 1/80}

SNOWMOBILES

ler Who Is Insured (Pan 31, the words "any other person or organization"

If you've got a snowmobild, we agree to pay for the following coverages

jde the person or organization shown on the Declarations Page.

shown on the Declarations Page with a specific premium charge.
"Snowmobile" is included under the words "car," or "passenger car" in
the policy unless otherwise specified in this endorsement.
"Snowmobile" means a land motor vehicle which is designed for use mainly
off public roads but exclus vely for use on snow or ice. It includes trailers
designed to be pulled by these vehicles but doesn't include trailers designed

C 2 1 2 / 6 / 1/801
ETIME RENEWAL AT AGE 65
won't refuse to renew or continue this policy if you've had auto
irance with us continuously for at least 5 years on the first anniversary

to carry snowmobiles. It means only a vehicle propelled by wheels, crawlertreads, belts, or similar mechanical devices but not propelled by fans or
airplane-type propellers.
In the COMPREHENSIVE COVERAGE provision of Our Obligations Tc You
(Part II, the second and third paragraphs don't apply to this endorsement.

e of this policy (or any renewal or replacement of it/ following your 65th

Coverage for trailers unde Part 1 (IF YOUR CAR IS DAMAGED OR STOiENi

hday.

doesn't apply to this endorsement unless it's a trailer designed to be pulled

Never, this agreement doesn't apply if you fail to pay a premium when

by a snowmobile. The description of "trailer" under Part 1 doesn't apply

uired, if you are not the principal operator of a car described on the

to this endorsement.

ilarations Page, or if your driver's license or that of anyone who lives

All the provisions under tosses We Won't Pay for (Part 1/ apply to this

r

our household (or who regularly uses a car insured under this policy I has

endorsement except CARP NOT DESCRIBED ON THE DECLARATIONS

in suspended or revoked during the current policy period or within the

PAGE.

months prior to the beginning of the current period.
s agreement doesn't apply if the corrected vision of your better eye
[hat of any persons living in your household (or any person who regularly
<s a car insured under this policy/ is less than 20/70. Nor does it apply
he visual form field of you or these persons is less than 110 degrees.
is agreement doesn't apply if you or these persons have reached the
\ of 72 but don't give us, on request, a medical report from a licensed
^sician stating that your vision and/or that of these other drivers over
j 72 meets the requirements given above and that, in the doctor's opinion,

The following paragraphs!are added to Losses We Won't Pay for (Pan II:
We won't pay for damages to crawler-type treads, belts or similar
mechanical devices used to propel the snow mobile, unless the loss is
caused by fire, vandalism, theft, or unless the loss is caused by an
accident covered under this policy.
We won't pay for loss of or damage to the snowmobile caused by its
falling or breaking through ice, unless you've paid a specific premium
to remove this limitation as shown on the Declarations Page.

j and/or they are physically and mentally competent to drive safely. We

The last sentence of the Second paragraph of IN SOMEONE ELSE'S CAR

in't request these medical reports more than once every three years,

under Who Is Insured (Part II doesn't apply to this endorsement.

wever, after you or other drivers reach the age of 80, we can request

The VEHICLES USED OFF PUBLIC ROADS provision under Losses We Won't

>se reports every year.

Pay For (Part 2l doesn't apply to snowmobiles.

is agreement applies only to cars and trucks as described in this policy,

Under Part 2 (IF YOU ARE INJURED IN A CAR ACCIDENT! we won't pay

lis agreement stops as of the effective date of any other automobile

more than $500 for any)one person injured in a snowmobile accident,

licy which applies to a car described on the Declarations Page, but only

regardless of the amount shown on the Declarations Page under "MEDICAL

r those coverages provided by the other automobile policy.

PAYMENTS - EACH PERSON."

ofc

0'

We won't pay for any injury under Part 2 or Part 4 or loss under Part 3
while any snowmobile is being rented or leased to any person or organization
other than you. Nor will we pay for these injuries or losses while any
snowmobile \s being used in any sort: of competitive event (such as a race,
jumping contest and so forth!or practice for that event. We won't pay for
these injuries or losses if there is other valid and collectible insurance
covering them.

PAC 2 2 0 (Ed. J/80)F

LOSS PAYEE AND LIENHOLDER AGREEMENT
Payments for loss of or damage to a car covered under Part 1 fIF /Our
CAR IS DAMAGED OR STOLEN! will be made to the person or organization shown on the Declarations Page as the "loss payee". These

Under this endorsement, the first sentence of IN YOUR CAR Under Who

payments will be made to the extent that the loss payee has a finan-

is insured IPart 31 is changed to:

cial interest in the car.

You are insured while...

With respect to the financial interest of any lienholder#, this insurance

Under this endorsement, the second sentence of the IN SOMEONE ELSE'S

won't be invalidated because of your action or neglect or by any change

CAR provision under Who is Insured (Part 31 is changed to:

in the title or ownership of the car. Your conversion, embezzlement

Relatives living in your household are insured.
The description of "trailer" under What Cars Part 3 Covers is replaced by
the definition of "trailer" included in the above definition of "snowmobile/'

or secretion of the car is not covered. If you don't pay a premium when
due, the lienholder must pay it on demand.
We reserve the right to cancel or non-renew the policy at any time
as provided by its terms, but if we do, we'll notify the lienholder at

Under Part 4 IIF YOU ARE HIT BY A CAR WHOSEDRIVER D0ESN7HAVE

least 10 days before the coverage ends, as to the lienholder's finan-

PROPERINSURANCE!'the word "car" also includes snowmobiles, except

cial interest. We have the right to end this Agreement on the same

under What Cars Part4Covers'where if means only cars, trucks, or trailers

kind of notice.

as defined in that section.

If you don't send us proof of your loss within the time the policy re-

In regard to this endorsement, the words "any relative living in your
household" are deleted from Who Is Insured IPart 41.

quires, the lienholder must send proof to us within 60 days after that

Under What Cars Part 4 Covers, the following paragraph is added:

ject to the provisions of the policy relating to appraisal, time of pay-

This part covers a snowmobile you own while it's being used by you

time period, in the way the policy provides. The lienholder shall be subment and time of bringing suit.

or by someone else who has your permission to use it. Snowmobiles

Whenever we pay the lienholder any amount for loss or damage under

you don't own are also covered, but only if you are using them (with

the policy while claiming that we have no liability to the insured, we

the owner's permission). Otherwise, snowmobiles you don't own are

acquire, to the extent of the amount we have paid, the lienholder's

not covered. Neither are snowmobiles being used as taxis or cars for

legal status and its right to collect the debt on the car from you. Our

hire nor snowmobiles owned by or furnished for the regular use of

collecting our part of the debt doesn't interfere with the lienholder's

anyone other than you who lives in your household.

right to collect its part. Or, if we wish, we can pay off the debt (with
interest) and acquire the full lien.

The following phrases are deleted from SELF-INSURERS under Losses We
Won't Pay For (Part 41:

Whenever we make any kind of payment under this policy, we can
make separate payments to each party at interest, provided we pro-

land motor vehicles operated on crawler treads or rails or used as places

tect the ownership interest of all parties.

to live or as places of business; and
"Lienholder means a secured party, such as a bailment lessor, conditional
equipment designed for use off public roads (unless the accident happens
on a public road).
The insurance provided by this endorsement applies only to those coverages
for which a specific premium charge is shown on the Declarations Page.
The maximum amounts we'll pay under these coverages are the amounts
indicated in this endorsement or on the Declarations Page.

vendor, mortgagee or an assignee of any secured party.

COMPRtHtNStVl C^VIKAGI
P A C 2 2 1 !Ed. 1/801C
C O M P R E H E N S I V E COVERAGE D E D U C T I B L E

The following replaces the las\ semence ol the \hud patatyaph o\
COMPREHENSIVE COVERAGE under Our Obligations Jo You ^n :,
We'll pay up to $15 a day for these transportation costs up to a total

Jnder Comprehensive Coverage, an amount as stated in the Declarations
vill be deducted from the amount of each loss. This deductible applies
eparately to each car covered for Comprehensive under this policy. But

bill of $450.
SOUND (RECEIVING, RECORDING, REPRODUCING, OR
TRANSMITTING) EQUIPMENT

his deductible won't apply to damage to the car caused by:
The insurance provided under Pan 1 (IF YOUR CAR IS DAMAGED OR STOLEN
1. fire or lightning;
2. smoke or smudge due to a sudden, unusual or faulty operation of
any fixed heating equipment servicing the place where the car is
kept; or
3. damage to or destruction of any vehicle in which the car is being
transported.

only applies to loss or damage of permanently installed sound receiving,
recording, reproducing or\ transmitting! equipment. The equipment must be
installed in the dash or! console opening specified by the manufacturer
of the car to be considered permanently installed. Theft Coverage for all
sound (receiving recording reproducing or transmntingi equipment is limited
to $1,000 less the Comprehensive Coverage Deductible.

the policy also provides Collision Coverage, glass breakage caused by

CLAIM SETTLEMENT

jllision can be considered under the Collision provisions of the policy instead

Under How We'll Settle\ A Claim (Pan II the first sentence under the
AMOUNT provision is replaced by the following:

f the Comprehensive provisions, if you wish.

Our limit of liability for damaged or stolen property will be the lesser of the:
1 . Amount stated \i\ the Declarations;
2 . Actual cash value at the time of the loss; or
3 . Amount necessary to repair or replace with material of like kind
AC 2 2 6 /Ed. 12/821 U T A H

FECIAL STATE PROVISIONS

and quality as t i e property was at the time of the loss.
Our payment for loss wil) be reduced by any applicable deductible shown
on the Declarations.

IANGE IN "TRUCK" SPECIFICATIONS
CHANGES TO PART>
e trucks covered by the policy are four-wheel land motor vehicles with
me ton or smaller capacity. The truck can be used for personal pleasure,

CHANGE IN MEDICAL EXPENSES

ming or in an insured's business as a craftsman. Trucks used for the

Under Our Obligations T\ YOU (Part 21 the MEDICAL AND FUNERAL

tallation, maintenance, or repair of furnishings or equipment are covered,

EXPENSES provision is [eplaced by the following paragraph:

t trucks used primarily for wholesale, retail or for-hire deliveries are

If you've paid for thifc coverage (see the Declarations Page- we'll pay

t covered.

for ail reasonable expanses for necessary medical and funeral services

1ANGES TO PART1

incurred within three ^ears from the accident, and that resulted from

WING AND LABOR COVERAGE
i following replaces the TOWING AND LABOR COVERAGE section under
- Obligations To You I Part 11:

the accident, providing that it is known that there will be future medical
expenses within one year of the accident. These expenses include
prosthetic devices, and necessary surgical, X-ray, dental, ambulance,
hospital and professional nursing services.

If you've paid for this coverage (see the Declarations Pagel, we'll pay
for the towing charges and the cost of labor done at the scene of
a breakdown, up to a limit of $50.

n

aO>

VJ>

NGHT OF RECOVERY
The following \s added under Your Obligations To Us (Pan 21:
When we pay for a loss under Part 2, we get ail rights of recovery

v*M irv • tofcion with T » « * M I Oftwsr^ * * • «**«« %m
\\ we pay that person. wt» are entitled to get bntV \h„ omouu\ * i
paid from you.

against others up to the amount we have paid. Anyone insured under

ACTION AGAINST US

this part must:

Under Pan 3, the following provision is deleted from the ACTION AGAINST

1. Not interfere with our right to recovery; and

US paragraph:

2. Oo whatever is necessary to help us get our money back.
GANGES TO PART 3
DEFENSE CLAUSE
Fhe following replaces the LEGAL DEFENSE provision under Our Obligations
To You I Pan 3):

No person is entitled to include us in any legal action against you.
WHO IS INSURED
Under Who Is Insured 'Part 31 the persons insured while IN YOUR CAR
also includes any person using your car with the permission of an adult
member of your household, other than a chauffeur or domestic servant.
INJURIES AND DEFENSE

If other persons claim that you or anyone else insured under this part
injured them or damaged their property in the accident, we can provide

The following \s added to losses We Won't Pay For (Pan 31:

a defense at our expense by counsel of our choice. We may make

We won't pay for death or injuries suffered by you or a household

any investigation and settle any claim or suit that we decide is

resident caused by you or a household resident.

appropriate. Our obligation to defend any claim or suit ends when the
amount we pay for damages resulting from the occurrence equals

We won't defend you or a household resident in any suits brought
against each other directly or indirectly by a third party.

our limit liability.
CHANGES TO PART 4
SUPPLEMENTARY PAYMENTS
SETTLEMENT
Under Our Obligations To You (Part 31, the following sentence is added to
the provisions for FIRST AID, BAIL BONDS, LEGAL DEFENSE, RELEASE
OF ATTACHMENT BONDS, JUDGEMENT (court costs and post-judgement
interest), EXPENSES, and APPEAL BONDS:
This is a supplementary coverage which will be paid in addition to
the amount of liability shown for this coverage on the Declarations
page-

The following is added to the SETTLEMENT section under Your Obligations
To Us (Part 41:
We have the right to any legal action allowable by law in our own
name or in the name of the owner operator, (or bothi of the insured
motor vehicle.
INJURIES NOT COVERED

Under How Well Settle A Claim (Part 31 the following sentence is added

The following sentence is added under the CARS NOT INCLUDED section

to the AMOUNT provision:

of losses We Won't Pay For (Part 41:

- supplementary payments

We will not pay for losses under this part when coverage is denied or

Supplementary payments, as shown under Our Obligations To You (Part

excluded under another part.

31 will be paid in addition to the amount of coverage shown on the

ARBITRATION

Declarations page.

The following paragraph replaced the ARBITRATION paragraph under How

COOPERATION

Well Settle A Osi/p (Pan 41:

The following is added to the COOPERATION provision under Your

If we and a covered person disagree onpolicy coverages and/or amounts

Obligations To Us (Part 31:

payable either party may make a written demand for arbitration. In

We agree that your failure to cooperate with us will not affect our
obligations under this policy to someone else. But not if that person

this event, each party will select an arbitrator. The two arbitrators
will select a third. If they cannot agree within 30 days, eithe rmay
request that selection be made by a judge of a court having jurisdiction.
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Each party will pay the expenses it incurs and share the expenses
of the third arbitrator equally. Unless both parties agree otherwise,
arbitration will take place in the county and state in which the covered
person lives. Local rules of law as to procedure and evidence will apply.
A decision agreed to by two arbitrators will be binding.

A highway vehrcle ts ijndctinjured it the \ o t t l txxM* m ^ kotifa^ Wn«\i

ol all bonds and msujance policies applying to an injury u causes are
less than the limits shown for Part 4 on the Declarations Page
We won't have to make any payments under this coverage until all
the bonds and insurance policies which apply to the injury have been
used up in paying court judgments or settlements
The following is added to Your Obligations to Us (Part 4/ undef "settlement"

AC 233 (Ed 5/821
ENTAL REIMBURSEMENT
you have paid for this coverage and have Comprehensive Coverage on
le car (see the Declarations Page), well pay your cost of renting a similar

You may not settle with anyone responsible for the accident without
our written consem.
The "trust agreement" under How We'll Settle a da"- applies to this
coverage.

md of car if a passenger car you own is out of use for more than 24
ours because of a collision or any loss covered by Comprehensive
overage, except theft of the car. if the car is stolen, you will receive
imilar payments for transportation costs under OUR OBLIGATIONS TO

PAC 243 (Ed !/80l\
OUT OF STATE INSURANCE

OU (PART 1). See that part of the policy for details.
While you're in anothei) state, territory or province of Canada, in which
h will only pay for rental costs for the time it would normally take to
'pair or replace the damaged car. But we won't pay more than $15 a
ay, up to a total bill of $450. Nor will we pay you more than you actually
pent renting the car.

the laws require non-iresidents to carry higher limits or other coverages
than those provided by this policy, the limits and coverages of this poiicy
will change to meet the requirements of those laws. However, those limits
and coverages will be reduced to the extent that there's any other valid

hese rental payments are in addition to the maximum amounts shown

and collectible insurance which applies to the loss. Under no circumstances

or Collision and Comprehensive coverages on the Declarations Page. No

is anyone entitled to receive duplicate payments for the same loss

leductible applies to these rental payments.
'ou must notify us, as soon as practicable, of any loss covered under
his endorsement and furnish us with proof of the amount you spent for
ental of the car in a form and within a time we reasonably request.

PAC 280 (Ed. I/80JE
ADDITIONAL AUTO ACCIDENT COVERAGE
We agree to pay the fallowing benefits for losses (resuung

PAC 240 /Ed 2/80IC
SUPPLEMENTARY UNINSURED MOTORISTS
INSURANCE
The following paragraphs are added to Our Obligations To You (Part 41

direct/and

independently of all other causes) if you or any eligible person are injured
while occupying a passenger car or truck wrth a one ton or smaller capacity,
not used in any business except farming, while a passenger in a car for
hire, or if you or your children are hit by a car, as long as the injury occurs
while this endorsement is in effect. For the purpose of this endorsement,
"eligible person" includes you and your unmarried children under age 18

The car which caused injury by hitting a person insured under this part

if they live in your household as shown on the Declarations Page, anyone

(or by hitting a car that person was occupying at the time of the

who becomes an eligible! person after the effective date of the endorsement

accident) is an underinsured highway vehicle.

is automatically covered, and any of your children become ineligible when

A highway vehicle is any land motor vehicle or trailer. But not a farm

they marry or when they reach age 18.

type tractor or other vehicle designed for USB mainly off public roads

If within 90 days after the accident any eligible person:

(while not on a public road), a vehicle run on rails or crawler-treads
or a vehicle used as a place to live or as a place of business.

cP°

Loses both hands or both feet, or loses the sight of both eyes, we'll
pay $10,000.

It any loss covered by this endorsement happens, the injured person, \he»?

Loses one hand and one foot, we'll pay $10,000.

practicable.

Loses either hand or either foot, we'll pay $5,000.

The injured persons, their beneficiary, or someone acting for them must

beneficiary, or someone acting tor them must notify us as soon as

give us written proof of the loss (under oath, if requested' and must authorize
Loses the sight of one eye, we'll pay $2,500.
f any eligible person dies as a result of the accident, we'll pay $10,000.

us to get copies of any medical reports or records we request.
The beneficiary of the insured is his or her spouse, and the beneficiary

Vith regard to hands and feet, loss shall mean the entire and permanent

of all eligible persons is the insured. The death benefit will be paid to the

imputation at or above the ankle or wrist joint.

above beneficiaries. If there aren't any beneficiaries at the time of payment,

Vith regard to eyes, loss shall mean the entire and permanent loss of sight.

the death benefit will be paid to the estate of the insured. If any benefit
of this endorsement is payable to anyone legally incompetent to release

"he most we'll pay for multiple injuries from any one accident is the one
lighest amount that's applicable to the injury.
f any eligible person who is gainfully employed doesn't die or have any

our obligation, or if this payment is made to the estate of the insured, we
can pay such benefits, (up to $1,000I to any relative of the insured or anyone
else we think is entitled to it. If we make this payment in good faith our

if the above injuries, but is completely and continuously disabled within

obligations in this matter are completely fulfilled (to we extent of that

!0 days after the accident and needs medical treatment, we'll pay that

payment}.

erson $60 a week during the period of disability, but only up to a limit

Any of the "lump-sum" amounts for death, dismemberment, or loss of

f 52 consecutive weeks for any one accident.

sight will be paid as soon as we get written proof of the loss. After we

:

any eligible person who isn't gainfully employed but provides ordinary

get proper written proof of the loss, well pay the disability benefits every

nd necessary household and other services doesn't die or have any of

4 weeks during the time these payments are due. If an eligible person

he above injuries, and is completely and continuously disabled within 20

recovers during one of these 4-week periods, we'll pay the amount due

ays after the accident and needs medical treatment, well pay that person

as of that date as soon as we get proper written proof of the loss.

30 a week during a period of disability but only up to a limit of 26

We can have an injured person examined as often as we reasonably require

onsecutive weeks for any one accident.

while there is a claim. If the person dies, we can request an autopsy, where

We won't pay for any loss caused by suicide or a suicide attempt,

it is not prevented by law.

whether or not the eligible person is sane.

No person can take any legal action against us, until 60 days after proof

We won't pay for loss caused by disease (except pus forming infection

of loss has been filed with us, and unless they have fulfilled the terms

resulting from an accidental wound I

of this endorsement.

We won't pay for loss caused by any kind of war, rebellion, or

You can change the beneficiary of this endorsement without his or her

insurrection.

consent.

We won't pay for loss suffered by any member of the military services
of any country at war.
We won't pay for any injury which happens while an eligible person
is committing a crime or trying to avoid lawful capture or arrest by

PAC 294 (Ed. 1/80)
PERSONAL INJURY PROTECTION

the police, while intentionally causing injury or damage, or while driving
under the influence, as defined under applicable law, or any narcotic

The Company agrees with the named insured, subject to all of the

drug or alcohol.

provisions in this endorsement and to all of the provisions of the policy

he only policy provisions that apply to this endorsement are CHANGES
0 THIS POLICY, CANCELLATIONS, ASSIGNMENT, and YOUR
IGREEMENT WITH US, all of which are found in the INTRODUCTION
art of the policy.

except as modified herein, as follows:

Section I
or other hazardous properties ot nudcat material,

Personal Injury Protection Coverage
The Company will pay personal injury protection benefits to or on behalf

(i) to bodily injury to any person who is entitled to payments or

benefits under the provisions of Utah's Workmen's Compensation

of each eligible injured person for:

Law.
(a) medical expenses,
Definitions
(b) work loss,
When used in reference to this coverage:
(c) funeral expenses, and
"bodily injury" rn^ans bodily injury, sickness or disease, including death
(d) survivor loss
with respect to bodily injury sustained by an eligible injured person
caused by an accident involving the use of a motor vehicle as a motor
vehicle.

resulting therefromj;
"eligible injured person" means
(a) the named Insured or any relative who sustains bodily injury
caused by an accident involving the use of any motor vehicle;

Exclusions

(b) any other person who sustains bodily injury caused by an

This coverage does not apply:

accident whi|e
(1) occupying the insured motor vehicle with the consent

(a) to bodily injury sustained by any person while occupying a motor

of the insured, or

vehicle which is owned by the named insured and which is not
an insured motor vehicle;

(2) occupying any other motor vehicle, other than a public or
iveryiconveyance, operated by the named insured or a

(b) to bodily injury sustained by the named insured and any relative

relative, or

while occupying a motor vehicle which is owned by a relative
and for which the security required by the Utah Automobile No-

(3) a pedestrian if the accident involves the use of the

Fault Insurance Act is not in effect:
(c) to bodily injury sustained by any person while operating the

insured motor vehicle;
"funeral expenses" means funeral, burial or cremation expenses

insured motor vehicle without the express or implied consent

incurred;

of the insured or while not in lawful possession of the insured

"insured" means the named insured, the spouse or other relative or

motor vehicle;

the named insured Who resides in the same household as the named

(d) to bodily injury sustained by any person injured while occupying

insured, including those who usually make their home in the same

or, while a pedestrian through the use of any motor vehicle, other

household but temporarily live elsewhere, or any person using the described

than the insured motor vehicle, for which the security required

motor vehicle with the permission, either expressed or implied, of the

under the Utah Automobile No-Fault Insurance Act is in effect;

owner;

(e) to bodily injury sustained by any person, rf such person's conduct

"insured motor vehicle" means a motor vehicle with respect to which

contributed to his injury under either of the following circumstances;

(a) the bodily injury liability insurance of the policy applies and for

(1) causing injury to himself intentionally, or
(2) while committing a felony;
(f) to bodily injury sustained by any person arising out of the use
of any motor vehicle while located for use as a residence or
premises;
(g) to bodily injury due to war, whether or not declared, civil war,

which a specific premium is charged, and
|b) the named insured is required to maintain security under the
provisions of the Utah Automobile No-Fault Insurance Act;
"medical expenses" means the reasonable expenses incurred for
necessary medical, surgical, x-ray, dental and rehabilitation services,
including prosthetic devices, necessary ambulance, hospital, and nursing
services, and any nonmedical remedial care and treatment rendered in

insurrection, rebellion or revolution, or to any act or condition incident
to any of the foregoing;
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accordance with a recognized religious method of healing; however, it does
not include expenses in excess of those for a semi-private room, unless
more intensive care is medically required.
"motor vehicle" means any vehicle of a kind required to be registered
with the Division of Motor Vehicles of the Utah State Tax Commission
under Title 4 1 1 - 1 9 , Utah Code Annotated 1 9 5 3 but excluding
motorcycles;
"named insured" means the person or organization named in the
Declarations;

limits of liability
Regardless of the number of persons insured, policies or bonds applicable,
claims made, or insured motor vehicles to which this coverage applies,
the Company's liability for personal injury protection benefits with respect
to bodily injury sustained by any one eligible injured person in any one
motor vehicle accident, is limited as follows:
1. the maximum amount payable for medical expenses will not
exceed $2,000;
2. the maximum amount payable for work loss is

"occupying" means being in or upon a motor vehicle as a passenger or

(a) eighty five per cent of any loss of gross income and earning

operator or engaged in the immediate acts of entering, boarding or alighting

capacity, not to exceed the total of $ 150 per week;

from a motor vehicle;

(b) $12 per day for inability to perform services for his

"pedestrian" means any person not occupying or riding upon a motor
vehicle, other than any person occupying or riding upon a motorcycle;
"relative" means a spouse or any other person related to the named
insured, by blood, marriage or adoption (including a ward or foster child)
who is a resident of the same household as the named insured, or who
usually makes his home in the same household but temporarily lives
elsewhere;
"survivor loss" means compensation on account of the death of the
eligible injured person;
"work loss" means (a) loss of income and loss of earning capacity by the
eligible injured person during his lifetime, from inability to work during a
period commencing three days after the date of the bodily injury and
continuing for a maximum of 52 consecutive weeks thereafter, provided
that if such eligible injured person's inability to work shall so continue
for in excess of a total of two consecutive weeks after the date of the
bodily injury, this three day elimination period shall not be applicable; and
(b) an allowance for services actually rendered or expenses reasonably
incurred for services that; but for the bodily injury, the eligible injured

household;
3. the maximum amount payable for funeral expenses shall not
exceed 1,000;
4. the amount payable for survivor loss \$ $2,000 and h payable
only to natural persons who are the eligible injured person's
heirs;
5. any amount payable by the Company under the terms of this
coverage shall be reduced by the amount paid, payable, or required
to be provided on account of such bodily injury
(a) under any workmen's compensation plan or any similar statutory
plan other than Utah's Workmen's Compensation plan,
(b) by the United States or any of its agencies because of his or her
being on active duty in the military services,
(ci under any applicable deductible set forth in this endorsement or in
the policy to which it is attached.
Conditions
A. Action Against Company. No action shad lie against the

person would have performed during his lifetime for his household

Company unless a condition precedent thereto, there shall have

commencing three days after the date of the bodily injury and continuing

been full compliance with ail the terms of this coverage.

for a maximum of 365 consecutive days thereafter, provided that if such
eligible injured person's inability to perform such services shall continue
for in excess of 14 consecutive days after the date of the bodily injury,
this three day elimination period shall not be applicable.

B. Notice,, In the event of an accident, written notice containing
particulars sufficient to identify the eligible injured person, and
also reasonably obtainable information respecting the time, place
and circumstances of the accident shall be given by or on behalf of

Policy Period; Territory

each siigible injured person to the Company or any of its

This coverage applies only to accidents which occur during the policy

authorized agents as soon as practicable. If any eligible injured

period and within the United States of America, its territories or

parson, his legal representative or his survivors shall institute legal

possessions, or Canada.

action to recover damages for bodily injury against a person or
organization who is or may be liable in tort therefor, a copy of the
summons and complaint or other process served in connection with

10
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Company by such eligible injured person, his legal

representative, or his survivors.
C. Medical Reports; Proof of Claim. As soon as practicable the
eligible injured person or someone on his behalf shall give to the
Company written proof of claim, under oath if required, including
full particulars of the nature and extent of the injuries and
treatment received and contemplated, and such other information
as may assist the Company in determining the amount due and
payable. The eligible injured person shall submit to physical and
mental examinations by physicians selected by the Company when
and as often as the Company may reasonably require.
0 . Subrogation. In the event of any payment under this coverage,

Intund D M J N I tf\* m o w *
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elements o1 rass undei ihis ot any strmtat imutance.

h the event the eligible injured person who is a named insured,
a relative, or who is injured in an accident involving the use of an
insured motor vehicle, has other similar insurance available and
applicable to the accident, the maximum recovery under all such
insurance shall not exceed the amount which would have been
payable under the provisions of the insurance providing the highest
dollar limit, and the Company shall not be liable for a greater
proportion of any loss to which this coverage applies than the limit
of liability hereunder bears to the sum of the applicable limits of
lability of th s coverage and such other insurance.

the Company is subrogated to the rights of the person to whom or

ki the event that an eligible injured person, other than a named

for whose benefit such payments were made, to the extent of such

insured, relative, or a person who is injured in an accident

payments, and such person must execute and deliver instruments

involving the use of an insured motor vehicle, has other similar

and papers and do whatever else is necessary to secure such

insurance available and applicable to the accident, the coverage

rights. Such person shall do nothing after loss to prejudice such

provided undpr this endorsement shall be excess over such other

rights.

insurance.

E. Reimbursement and Trust Agreement In the event of any
payment to any person under this coverage;
1. the Company shall be entitled to the extent of such
payment to the proceeds of any settlement or judgment
that may result from the exercise of any rights of recovery
of such person against any person or organization legally
responsible for the bodily injury because of which such
payment is made; and the Company shall have a lien to the
extent of such payment, notice of which may be given to

Section II
In consideration of the coverage afforded under Section I and the
adjustment of applicable rates:
(a) Any amount payable under the Protection Against Uninsured
Motorists Coverage shall be reduced by the amount of any
personal injury protection benefits paid or payable under this or any
other automobile insurance policy because of bodily injury
sustained by an eligible injured person;

the person or organization causing such bodily injury, his

(b) any Automobile Medical Payments Coverage afforded under this

agent, his insurer or a court having jurisdiction in the

policy shall be excess insurance over any personal injury protection

matter;

benefits paid or payable under this or any other automobile

2. such person shall hold in trust for the benefit of the
Company all rights of recovery which he shall have against

insurance policy because of bodily injury sustained by an eligible
injured person.

such other person or organization because of such bodily

Section HI

injury;

The premium for the policy is based on rates which have been established

3. such person shall do whatever is proper to secure and shall
do nothing after loss to prejudice such rights;
4. such person shall execute and deliver to the Company
instruments and papers as may be appropriate to secure
the rights and obligations of such person and the Company
established by this provision.

in reliance upon the limitations on the right to recover for damages imposed
by the provisions of the Utah Automobile No-Fault Insurance Act. In the
event a court of competent jurisdiction declares, or enters a judgment the
effect of which is to render, the provisions of such act invalid or
unenforceable in whble or in part, the Company shall have the right to
recompute the premium payable for the policy and the provisions of this
endorsement shall be voidable or subject to amendment at the option of the
Company.
11
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$25,000
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pet week

)NAL PERSONAL INJURY PROTECTION SED LIMITS

per week
0

$25,000

$550 per person

I that the Personal Injury Protection Endorsement (Utah) (Form
294) \$ amended as follows, but only with respect to any
ayable thereunder because of bodily injury to and eligible injured
) is a named insured or relative;

per week
b. With respect to survivor loss under Additional Personal Injury
Protection Option 9 or 0, the Limits of Liability provision of the
Personal Injury Protection Endorsement (Utah), PAC 294, shall be

ih respect only to any amounts payable by the Company in
:ordance with the Utah Automobile No-Fault Insurance Act
sonal injury benefits, the Limits of liability provision of the
rsonal Injury Protection Endorsement (Utah), PAC 294, shall be
reased as stated herein for the selected option designated) in the

increased to $5,000 for Option 9 and $10,000 for Option 0.
c. This endorsement is subject to all terms and provisions of the
Personal Injury Protection Endorsement (Utah) not expressly
modified herein.

clarations by Identification of the appropriate Additional
rsonal Injury Protection Coverage Option 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,
0:

PAC 297 (Ed. J/801
DESIGNATED INSURED
PERSONAL INJURY PROTECTION

I Personal Injury Protection
Medical Expenses
Per Person

Woric Loss

Per Accident

85% of Work Loss

It is agreed that each individual shown on the Declarations Page as an

Not to Exceed

Not to Exceed

insured shall be a named insured for the purposes of the coverage given

(Including PIP

(Including PIP

by the Personal Injury Protection Endorsement and the Additional Personal

Coverage, PAC 294)

Coverage, PAC 294)

Injury Protection Endorsement indicated by the entry of a specific premium

$ 5,000

$250 per person

charge on the Declarations Page.

per week
$ 5,000

$350 per person

per week
$ 5,000

$450 per person

per week
$ 5,000

$550 per person
per week

$10,000

$250 per person
per week

$10,000

$350 per person
per week

$10,000

$450 per person
per week

PAC 709 (Ed. 1/80!
PUNITIVE DAMAGES
It is agreed that:
We won't pay for damages assessed as punitive, exemplary or vindictive
regardless of any other provisions of this policy.

2 (Ed. 6/821
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WENT OF TERMINATION PROVISIONS

MOTOR HOMES

ing paragraphs replace the first sentence of the second paragraph

The coverages described in Part jl (IF YOUR CAR IS DAMAGED OR STOLEN

MCELLATiON provision in the INTRODUCTION of the policy:

also apply to a Motor Home described on the Declarations Page.

/vant to cancel the policy and if the policy has been in effect

The policy applies to direct or accidental loss of or damage to the Motor

; than 60 days, or if this policy covers more than four cars, we'll

Home, including equipment and accessories built into it or which are usual

ou a written notice at (east 10 days before the policy will be

for a car or truck. But we won't day for radio or TV antennas or equipment

ed.

designed to provids extra livind area while the Motor Home is off a

ing paragraphs do not apply to policies insuring more than four

highway. Nor will we pay for los^ to personal property in or on the Motor
Home.

iolicy has been in effect for 60 days, we will only cancel it if:

This endorsement doesn't apply if the Motor Home is or becomes subject
to any legal encumbrance (such as a purchase agreement or mortgage)

I don't pay a premium or premium installment when required.

which isn't described in the policy. Nor does h apply to damage to Wres

'11 send you a written notice at least 10 days before the policy

unless caused by an accident covered under this policy.

be cancelled;

You only have the coverages for which specific premium charges are shown

\r driver's license (or that of any other driver either living in your

on the Declarations Page. For each coverage, we won't pay more than

seholdor regularly using your carl'has been suspended or revoked,

the amount for the coverage shpwn on the Declarations Page.

ng the policy period. We'll send you a written notice at least
days before the policy is cancelled; or
i policy was obtained through fraud or material
representation. (This does not waive our right to void the policy
hesereasons./Well send you a written notice at least 20 days
)re the policy will be cancelled.
ig paragraphs are added to the INTRODUCTION of the policy.
jcide not to renew the policy, we'll send a written notice to
(our address (as shown on the Declarations Page) at least 30
lore the policy is to expire. We and you agree that the mailing
lotice is proof that you were properly notified.
snd you a renewal notice and you fail to pay the renewal
), your policy expires as of the due date. No further notices
sent you.
r, if you decide to insure any car covered by,this policy with
policy issued by some other insurer, coverage on that car under
:y will stop as of the effective date of the other insurance.

! 1 0 5 lEd. J/80)B

3MIZED VEHICLES BUY BACK

PAC 2120 / / nj,
LIMITATION OF PERSONAL INJURY PROTECTION

>sses We Won't Pay For (Part 11 the CUSTOMIZED VEHICLES section

The following condition replaces the Policy Period; Territory provision

: apply to customized features which are permanently installed.

contained in the Utah Personal Injury Protection Endorsement:

'ow We'll Settle A Claim (Part 11, the first sentence under the

Policy Period; Territory

T provision is replaced by the following:
maximum amount we are responsible to you for is the actual

This coverage applies only to accidents which occur during the policy period
and within the State of Utah.

value of the damaged or stolen property at the time of the
(taking into account the fact that it may no longer be new), up
e stated value, minus the amount of the deductibles, shown
le Declarations Page for these coverages.
erage applies only to the vehicle with customized features which
jrted to the company. These customized features must be
mtfy installed in or on the car shown on the Declarations and

P A C 2 2 1 9 A / & w/81 )G
STACKING OF COVERAGES PROHIBITED

J by a specific premium charge.
The following replaces the "more than one car" provision under "How We II
Settle a Claim"'for Parts 2, 3, and 4, and is added:
1 . to the "more than one car" provision under "How We'll SerJea Claim"
for Part 1; and
2 . to the "Limits of Liability" section of the no-fault endorsement.
Regardless of the number of cars to which this policy applies, if you or
any other person insured under this policy are in an accident while in a
car covered by this policy, we won't pay more than the limit of applicable
coverages for that particular car (as shown on the Declarations Page).
Regardless of the number of cars to which this policy applies, if you or
other insured persons are in an accident while in a car that is not covered
under this policy or while a pedestrian, we won't pay more than the limits
of applicable coverages which you have on any one of your cars (as shown
on \\\e Declarations page). In neither case can coverages on other cars
insured by us be added to or stacked upon the coverage of the particular
car involved.

ung Clause
xiorsements in this booklet whose numbers appear on the Declarage are subject to the Declarations and other terms of the policy
mt with them. They form a part of your policy.
tial Property and Casualty Insurance Company

Secretary

President

itial General Insurance Company

Secretary

President
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easy,
reading

policy
Prudential Property and Casualty Insurance Company
Prudential General Insurance Company
subsidiaries of The Prudential Insjrance Ccx3"y c* Ama-ica

'AC 186 Ed. 9/80
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" i o w t o u^e ye-'.;:- easy r e a d i n g
iamily auto policy
This package contains your Easy Reading Family Auto
Policy from Prudential Property and Casualty Insurance
Company or Prudential General Insurance Company.
Let's take a look at the whole package.
If this is a new policy, you will find a Declarations
Page included with the package. If you are presently
insured with us, this new Easy Reading Family Auto
Policy replaces your current policy. Please detach the
Declarations Page or Continuation Certificate from your
current policy and slip it in your new policy. This page
summarizes the coverages and the amounts of these
coverages you have on each of your cars. It is an
important part of your policy and should be kept with
the policy where you can easily refer to it.
The application you received is also a part of the
policy and should be kept with it.
If this is a new policy, the package will also contain a
billing statement which tells you how much (if anything) you still owe us for this insurance. We urge you
to pay your premium promptly (using the enclosed
envelope) since your policy will be cancelled if the
premium is not paid when due.
The main part of this package is the policy, itself. We
urge you (and anyone else in your family who drives
any of your cars) to read it carefully. You will find it
easy to read and understand. It describes what protection you have:
If Your Car Is Damaged Or Stolen ...;
If You Are Injured In A Car Accident.. .;
// You Injure Others Or Damage Their
Property ...; and
If You Are Hit By A Car Whose Driver Doesn't
Have Proper
Insurance...

This package alsd includes the ENDORSLMIN1 BOOKLET. This booklet contains most of tne endorsements
we offer in your state. These endorsements add tc exchange parts of the policy. These changes may be
necessary to conform to the laws of your state or to
new programs we've implemented. Or they may
provide optional coverages you've paid for. Only those
endorsements whose numbers appear on your Declarations Page or most recent Continuation Certificate or
Endorsement Certificate are a part of your poky.
These endorsements are very important and should be
kept with the policy.
If this is a new policy, the package also contains your
Claim Reporting Brochure and Claim Telephone Directory. If you are.plresently insured with us, you received
your Claim Reporting Brochure and Claim Telephone
Directory with your original policy. The Directory has
the telephone number of the claim office in your area.
The Brochure contains instructions on what to do if
you have an ace dent. We strongly recommend that
you put this Claim Brochure in your glove compartment
so that you havq it with you if you need it.
If you have any buestions about your coverages or if
you want to add to or change any part of your policy
in the future, please give us a call. If this is a new
policy, you will f nd a brochure which will give you the
telephone number of our Policyholder Service Department for your area included with this package. If you
are presently insured with us, you received the Policyholder Service number with your original policy. We
will be happy tol help you in any way we can.
Thank you for Idtting us serve your auto insurance
needs. Safe drivina!
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you will receive a Continuation Certificate msfjari <M a
Declarations Pabe. When changes are made to your
policy, we will $e nd you an Endorsement Certificate.

the policy is a contract
This policy is a contract between you and us.
Throughout this policy, when we refer to "you," we
mean you, the person shown as the named insured on
the Declarations Page of this policy, and your spouse,
if he or she lives in your household. When we refer to
" w e " or "us," we mean Prudential Property and
Casualty Insurance Company or Prudential General
Insurance Company.

endorsements
The endorsements are another part of this policy. Onl\
those endorsements whose numbers appear en the
Declarations Pgge are a part of your policy. They add
to or change parts of the policy. These changes nay
be necessary to conform to the laws cf your state or
to new programs we've implemented. Or they may
provide optiondl coverages you've paid for.

our agreement

policy area

In exchange for the premium paid, we agree to pay for
losses as described in this policy. In making this
agreement, we are relying on the accuracy of the
statements you made on the application for this policy.
Because of the importance of your statements on the
Application, it is made a part of this policy.

This policy covers only losses within the l i f t e d States
of America, its territories or possessions, o r Ca r aca,
or while a car is being transported between these
places.

description of this policy
Most of this policy describes the protection provided:
If your car is damaged or stolen.. .;
If you are injured in a car accident...;
If you injure others or damage their property...; and
If you are hit by a car whose driver doesn't have
proper insurance....

declarations page
The Declarations Page is a very important part of this
poky. It lists you as the named insured and also
describes the cars this policy covers. Refer to the
Declarations Page to see which parts of the policy
apply and what amount of insurance you have under
each part for each of your cars. Parts which apply
show premium charges under them on the
Declarations Page.

continuation certificate
endorsement certificate
When this policy refers to the Declarations Page, we
also mean your most recent Continuation Certificate or
Endorsement Certificate. When your policy is renewed,

policy period
This policy covers only losses during the policy
period—the period of time the policy is in effect. This
period can be round on the Declarations Page. If the
policy is canceled, however, the cancellation date
becomes the end of the policy period. At the enc of
the policy period, if we consent and you pay the
proper premium, the policy will be renewed for
another period If you don't pay the renewal premium
when required your coverage will end on the date the
renewal payment was due.

premium adjustment for change
of cars
If you get rid of a car, replace it or get an additional
one, any necessary adjustment in the premium will be
made as of thp date of the change m ownership.

cancellation
If you want to cancel this policy, notify us in writing of
the future date on which you want it canceled cr
simply return the policy to us. If you're entitled to a
premium refund, that refund will be calculated
according to our standard short rate table. That means
that we'll keep the premium for the time the policy
was in effect, plus a service charge. The premium

o1

vill be sent to you as soon as practicable after
nve your notice of cancellation.
ant to cancel this policy, we'll send you a
notice at least 10 days before the date on
he policy will be canceled, unless your state
5 more advanced notice (as shown in the
sments). We'll mail the notice to your address
vn on the Declarations Page. We and you
hat the mailing of this notice is proof that you
roperly notified. We'll keep only the premium for
e the policy was in effect and we'll refund any
B remaining. Any refund due will be sent to you
n as practicable on or after the date of
lation. But coverage ends on the date given in
ttten notice and not on the date you get the
im refund.
il changes in cancellation and renewal provisions
r state can be found in the endorsements.

tying us if you
B an accident
persons insured under this policy are involved in
accident or if the car is stolen or damaged, they
meone acting for them must get in touch with us
on as practicable. Please call us at the Claim
hone Number shown in the information you got
this policy. This information is not a part of this
/ but it does contain important directions for
ling a claim. We'll want to know the names and
2sses of people who were involved and anyone
who witnessed the accident. We'll also want to
J the details of the accident or theft. If the car is
n, the insured must also promptly notify the
e. If any persons insured under this policy are
g sued, those persons must immediately send us
legal documents received by them or their legal
esentatives.

anges to this policy
changes can be made to any part of this policy
ept by endorsement signed by our authorized

Officer or u p r e s e r v a t i v e . B u t t h e Uiu^

ot \ t \ * \ ;>< <a^

are automatically changed to conform to the statutes
of the state in which you live.

assignment
You can't sign this policy over to anyone else withcut
our written approval. However, if you or your spouse
dies, this policy will provide the survivor and the legal
representative of your estate (but only while acting as
such) with the same coverages that you had. Anyone
who has proper custody of the car is covered as if he
or she were a relative living in your household until a
legal representative is appointed.

your agreement w i t h us
By accepting this policy, you agree that:
the statements on the Application and Declarations
Page are accurate,
this policy is issued relying on the accuracy of
those statements and
this policy, as written, contains all the agreements
that exist between you and us.

This isn't a complete and valid contract without an
APPLICATION and DECLARATIONS PAGE properly filled
out.
Prudential Property and Casualty Insurance Company

Prudential General Insurance Company

Secretary

President

ran.
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t o w i n g and labor c o v e r a g e
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If you've paid for this coverage (see the Declarators
Page), we'll pay for towing charges and the cost c*
labor done at the scene of a breakdown, up to t-e
limit shown for th|is coverage on the Declarations
Page.
o»
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protect the| car
ur o b l i g a t i o n s t o yc?» ( p e r t 1)
:ollision c o v e r a g e
f you've paid for this coverage (see the Declarations
>age), we'll pay for accidental damage to a car,
ncluding its equipment, if it is involved in a collision
with another object (such as another car, a tree or a
Dicycle) or rolls over.

comprehensive coverage
If you've paid for this coverage (see the Declarations
Page), we'll pay for any direct and accidental loss of
or damage to a car, including its equipment, caused by
anything other than collision. For example, glass
breakage (even if the glass is broken in a collision),
losses caused by theft, fire, flood, hail, earthquake,
vandalism, collision with a bird or animal, and so forth.
We'll pay up to $100 for damage caused by fire or
lightning to any personal property belonging to you or
a relative living in your household while the property is
in or on a car covered by this policy.
If the car is stolen, we'll reimburse you for your
transportation costs until the car is back in use or until
we offer to pay for the loss. Transportation costs will
be covered beginning 48 hours after the theft has been
reported to the police and to us. We'll pay up to $10 a
day for these transportation costs up to a total bill of
$300.
We'll also pay general average and salvage charges
for which you, as owner or driver of the car, are held
legally responsible.

After an accident, you have to protect the car frcn
further damage, whether or not the accident is
covered by this policy. If you don't, any resulting
damage won't be covered by this policy. We'll ca/ any
reasonable cost^ you incur doing this.

proof of loss
Within 91 days after the loss or accident, ycu have tc
give us written proof of your loss in a form containing
any information we reasonably request. If we request,
you must show lis the damaged property and c \e us
a statement under oath.

right of recovery
If we pay for a pss under this part, we have t h e nght
to get back the amount we paid from anyone
responsible for he loss except persons insured under
this part. Anyone insured under this policy must help
us dc this in any reasonable way we ask. No one
insured under tpis policy may do anything to inte^'ere
with this right.
If the damage tlo or loss of the car was cause:: by
someone you h red to transport the car for you, we'll
pay you for thej damage or loss.
Then we have the right to get back what we pa j you
from the persorp hired to transport the car.

cooperation
Anyone insured under this part must cooperate with us
in any way we may reasonably request in settling
losses under this part. Cooperation includes attending
hearings and trials, helping in suing others who are
responsible for the accident, giving evidence, helping
us get witnesses to attend a trial and so on. If anyone
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itarily makes any payments, assumes any
ations or incurs any expenses except for first aid
hers at the scene of the accident or for
Dnable expenses incurred to protect the car from
er damage, we won't be responsible for
bursement.

ion against us
)ne insured under this part may take any legal
)n against us until 30 days after they've given us
[en proof of loss and only if all obligations under
policy have been fulfilled.

pulled by a passenger car the ua»\Ci can *>« usvo
with a passenger car or a truck as described above,

but it can't be used with any other kind of car for
business. This part doesn't cover home office, store,
display or passenger trailers.
You must let us know within 30 days aner you accutre
ownership of the new car that you want it insured
under this policy and not under some ::~er policy
issued by us, or it will not be covered. All your other
passenger cars, trucks and trailers as cescnbed above
must be insured with us for this pan to cover the
additional car.

lAt c a r s p a r t 1 c o v e r s

rs described on the declarations

ge
> part covers all cars for which a premium charge
these coverages is shown on the Declarations
ie.

placement cars
during the current policy period, you acquire
nership of a passenger car or a truck with a one
i or smaller capacity, not used in any business
:ept farming, to replace a car covered under this
rt, the newly acquired car is automatically covered
der this part for the remainder of the policy period,
e new car has the same coverages as the old car
d. For example, if the old car wasn't covered for
llision, neither is the new car.

dditional cars
during the current policy period, you acquire
vnership of another car in addition to those
ascribed as covered under this part, this part covers
e new car, too. The new car has the same
)verages as any of your old cars had. For example, if
3u already have one car covered for Comprehensive
nd another covered for Collision and Comprehensive
leither for Towing and Labor), the new car is covered
)r Collision and Comprehensive but not for Towing
nd Labor. But the new car has to be a passenger car,
truck as described above or a trailer designed to be

substitute cars
If you can't use one of your own cars because it is
being serviced, breaks down, or is damaged in an
accident, this part covers a car you borrow (with the
owner's permission) to use temporarily while your car
is being repaired or replaced. The borrowed car has
the same coverages the car that's out of service has.
If the car that's out of service is covered for Collision
and Comprehensive, so is the borrowed car

w h o is insured (part 1)
in y o u r car
You are insured while using a car this part covers Any
person or organization you give permission to use this
car (other than persons or organizations in the
automobile business) is insured, as long as they use it
in the way you intended when you gave them
permission.

in someone else's car
You and any relative living in your household are also
insured while using a passenger ca^ or trailer as
described above, which is owned by someone else or
any organization when it is reasonable to expect that
the owner has given permission to use it and it is
used in the way intended by the owner This nonowned passenger car or trailer has the same
coverages as any one of your cars. But there is no
9

ferage for cars regularly used by you or such
atives.

value has increased because of us age.

I'II only pay that part of a loss caused by damage to
theft of a non-owned car that is excess over the
ount payable under any other insurance which
/ers the loss. And we won't pay more than S500 for
oss to a non-owned trailer

Motor homes, including their equipment and
accessories built into them or usual for a car or
radio or TV antennas or equipment, cr personal
property in or on th$ Motor Home

s s e s w e w o n ' t p a y f o r ( p a r t 1)

irs w e w o n ' t cover
i won't pay for damage to or loss of any of the
lowing cars without endorsement:

irs for hire
rs used as a taxi or car for hire. (But this does not
an a car pool.)

motor homes
jck.

c u s t o m i z e d vehicles
We won't pay for damage to or ioss of any furnishings
carpeting, custom installed height-extending roofs,
custom paint, custom painted windows, custom mura's.
graphics or other custom applied designs or equipment
of a type available from the manufacturer of the
vehicle or elsewhere (whether done at the time of
purchase or at any ^ime thereafter) which is a part of
your insured car.

impers

racing

/ camper, office, or camper unit, store or display
e body, designed to be attached to a vehicle,
ether or not attached at the time of loss, if the
nership or use of the unit has not been reported to
company and the required premium has not been
d.

We won't pay for ddmage to or loss of any car
covered under this Part if the damage or loss was
caused while the car was being used in any sort of
competitive event (such as a race or rally) whether or
not for pay, or practice for that event.

creational vehicles
:reational vehicles or equipment designed for use
inly off public roads, whether licensed for road use
not (such as dune buggies, snowmobiles, golf carts,
terrain vehicles, etc.).

otorcycles, motorscooters,
opeds

auto business
We won't pay for damage to a car you don't own if
you're using it in any kind of automobile business
(such as selling, repairing, servicing, storing or parking
cars).

w e a r and t e a r

torcycles, motorscooters or mopeds, whether or not
istered and licensed for road use.

We won't pay for wear and tear, freezing, or
mechanical or electrical breakdown or failure uniess it
results from the theft of the car during the policy
period.

cing cars

tires

rs which have been customized, modified or
ucturally altered for use in any kind of racing
mpetition, whether or not for pay.

itique cars
y car which is 25 years old or older and whose

We won't pay for lofcs to tires unless the loss is
caused by fire, vandalism, malicious mischief, theft, or
unless the loss is cgused by an accident covered
under this policy.

rs not d e s c r i b e d on t h e
: l a r a t i o n s page
won't pay for any damage to or loss of a
;enger car, truck or trailer as described above that
own but that isn't shown on the Declarations
?. Nor will we pay for any damage to or loss of a
ititute car, truck, or trailer not shown on the
arations Page, or a replacement or additionally
lired car if the insured has purchased insurance
iny of these cars from another company.

atives and regularly used cars
won't pay for loss of or damage to a car (not
jred under this part) owned by a relative living in
household. Nor for a car (not covered under this
) which you don't own if it is regularly used by you
uch relatives.
ir
won't pay for any damage caused by war.

we \ t paid you tor \\ CM fepliicud \\. ,\e tun «..•.,, ,, v
you, along with payment lor any damage les^v.'.u;
from the theft. If we pay for any property or pay 'or •>:$
replacement, we may keep it. But you can't require us
to assume the ownership of damaged property We
may settle a claim either with you or with the c.\ner
of the property.

appraisal
If you disagree with us over the amount of the loss
either of us may demand an appr?'sa! within 50 days
after you give us written proof of ycur loss. I r that
case, each of us will select a qualified appraiser. The
two appraisers will select an umpire. Each a:pra,ser
will then state both the actual cash value and the
amount of the loss. If they disagree, they'll submit t-e. r
differences to the umpire. A decision in writing cf a-r.y
two of these three persons will determine the amc-n:
of the loss. Each of us will pay our own appraiser ar-d
we'll share equally the other costs of the appraisai
and of the umpire.

clear contamination
won't pay for any damage caused by radioactive
amination.

w we'll settle a claim (part 1)
tount
er this part, the maximum amount we are
>onsible to you for is the actual cash value of the
laged or stolen property at the time of the loss
ing into account the fact that it may no longer be
'), minus the amount of the deductibles shown on
Declarations Page for these coverages. If you're in
)llision with any other car we insure (under another
cy), the deductible doesn't apply. But if two or
e cars owned by you and insured under this part
ide, the deductible applies separately to each car.

w w e may settle the claim
may pay for the loss in cash or repair or replace
damaged or stolen property with material of the
\e kind and quality as the property was at the time
he loss. If the stolen property is recovered before

more than one car
If more than one car is insured under this par., these
coverages apply separately to each car. Each car has
a separate deductible applied to it (as shown on the
Declarations Page). A car and a trailer attached to it
are considered under this part to be two ca-s with tv.c
separate deductibles.

other insurance—your car
If there is other insurance which covers damage to cr
theft of a car covered under this part, we'll pay our
prcportionate share of the loss.

other insurance—someone else's
car
In the case of a car you don't own, including suDst tute
cars, we'll pay only that part of a loss caused by
damage to or theft of the car that is excess over the
amount payable under any other insurance t^at co\ers
the loss. We'll only pay if you have this coverage on
any of your own cars we insure.

This part covers all cars l:m which premium charge 'or
this coverage is (shown c r :he Declarations Pace

replacemeht cars
v: s<

Iu

If, during the current pohi. period, you acquire
ownership of a passenger :ar or truck with a one ton
or smaller capacity, not usee in any business except
farming, to replace a car ::--.ered under this part, the
newly acquired (car is automatically covereo uncer this
part for the remainder of r e policy period The new
car has the same coverages as the car it replaced.

•"

medical and funeral expenses
If you've paid for this coverage (see the Declarations
Page), we'll pay for all reasonable expenses for
necessary medica! and funeral services incurred within
one year from the accident. These expenses include
artificial limbs and necessary surgical, X-ray, dental,
ambulance, hospital, and professional nursing services.
H O

••:•*

,', •;*!•

notify us
Anyone insured under this part who is injured or
someone acting for the injured person must notify us
as soon as practicable. If we think necessary, we can
require written statement (given under oath) of the
details of the accident and expenses incurred.

medical records
Injured persons or someone acting for them must
authorize us to get medical reports and records as
often as we may reasonably require. Injured persons
must a!so let our doctors examine them as often as
we may reasonably require.

action against us
No one insured under this part may take any legal
action against us unless all obligations under this
policy have been fulfilled.

cars described on the declarations
page
12

additional cars
If, during the cujrrent poise . period, you acquire
ownership of another pas;senger car or a truck as
described abovq in additic ~ :o those covered under
this part, this p^rt covers :~e new car, too. The new
car has the sarri e coverac e as any of your old cars
had For examplj|e. if you a -eacy own two cars, one of
which is covere \i for mec-ca' expenses and one of
which is not, the new car .\juid be covered for
medical expenses under t *.s part. But you must let us
know within 30 days after you get the new car that
you want it insu red under :~;s policy and not under
some other policy issued ::v us. All your other
passenger carsjand trucks as described above must
be insured withi us for the acditional car to be covered
under this part.

trailers
This part cover£ all trailer \ou own that are designed
to be pulled byla passence- car. The trailer r a y be
used with a passenger c = - or a truck as described
above, but it mjay not be usee with any ether kind of
car for business. This par. s:so covers farm equipment
pulled by a truik with a c~e ton or smaller capacity,
not used in any business except farming.

substitute cars
If you can't use one of yc-r own cars because it is
being serviced,! breaks dc.'.n or is damaged in an
accident, this dart covers a car you borrow (with the
owner's permission) to use temporarily while your car
is being repaired or replaced. The borrowed car has

the sariie coverage under this pan the car that is out

S J H . I * a c t i o n o! a f t i l u l i M ' ' v i r g m y o u r h i u i M - h u t t t

of service has.

reasonably believes he or she has the ownut's
permission to use the passenger car or trailer and is
using it in the way intended by the owner.

y o u and f a m i l y m e m b e r s —
in y o u r car
You and any relative living in your household are
insured while occupying a car covered under this part.
If you die in a car accident, any relative who was
living in your household at the time the accident
occurred is insured under this part.

— i n someone else's car
You and these relatives are also insured while
occupying a car which is owned by someone else or
any organization when it is reasonable to expect that
the owner has given permission to use it and it is
used in the way intended by the owner. This nonowned car has the same coverages as any one of
your cars. But there is no coverage for cars regularly
used by you or such relatives.

—hit by a car
You and these relatives are also insured if hit by a car.

O t h e r p e o p l e — i n your car
Other people are insured while occupying a car
covered under this part if it is being used by you, by a
relative living in your household, or by anyone you
have given permission to use it.

—in someone else's car
Other people are also insured while occupying
someone else's car when it is reasonable to expect
that the owner has given permission to use it and it is
used in the way intended by the owner. However, they
are insured in this car only if the accident results from
your actions while you're the driver or passenger or
from the actions of your private driver who is
operating the car for you.
Other people are also insured in someone else's
passenger car or trailer if the accident results from

who

In the case of cars you don't own, we'll only pay for
medical expenses in excess of the total amount
payable under any other available automobile medical
expenses insurance.
W6: VJC:\

\ pfiy for

(p:*;i

I:)

vehicles used o f f public roads
We won't pay for injuries or death suffered by you or
a relative living in your household while occupying or
being hit by a vehicle designed to be used mainly off
public roads if the accident happens off a public road.

business and residence

use

We won't pay for injuries or death suffered by anyone
occupying a car this pari covers being used as a taxi
or car for hire. (But we will cover car pools.) Nor will
we pay for injuries suffered by anyone while
occupying a car used as a place to live or as a place
of business.

a u t o business
We won't pay for injuries or death suffered by anyone
(other than you or a relative living in your household)
while that person is occupying a car you don't own
being used as a taxi or car for hire.
We won't pay for injuries or death suffered by anyone
(other than you or a relative living in your household)
in someone else's car which result from their use of
that car in any automobile business (such as selling,
repairing, servicing, storing or parking cars).

o t h e r business
We won't pay for injuries or death suffered by anyone
(other than you or a relative living in your household)
in someone else's car which result from their use of
that car in any other business. But we will pay if the
injury results from the use with permission by you or
your private driver of a passenger car you don't own,
or from the use of a tracer as described above
13

attached to that car or to some car covered by this
part.

workers' compensation
We won't pay for any injuries or death suffered by
anyone employed in an automobile business (as
described above! if the injuries are or are required to
be covered under any workers' compensation law.

war

other i n s u r a n c e — s o m e o n e e l s e ' s
car
However, in the case of cars you don'* C;\T. »- eluding
substitute cars, we'll only pay for medical expenses
that are more than the total amount payable u~der anyl
other automobile medical expenses insurance that
covers the accident. We'll enly pay under trvs car: if
you have fhis coverage on any of vour cwn cars we
insure.

We won't pay for any injuries caused by war.

relatives and regularly used cars
We won't pay for injuries or death suffered by anyone
while occupying or being hit by a car (not covered
under this part) owned by a relative living in your
household. Nor while occupying or being hit by a car
(not covered under this part) which you don't own if it
is regularly used by you or such relatives.
h o w w e ' l l s e t t l e a c l a i m ( p a r t 2)

amount
The amount shown on the Declarations Page under
"MEDICAL PAYMENTS-EACH PERSON" is the
maximum amount we'll pay under this part for each
person injured in one accident.

to w h o m payments are made
We can make these payments either to the injured
person, his or her legal representatives or heirs, or to
those providing the services. By making these
payments, we're not admitting that any person is
responsible for the accident.

more than one car
When more than one car is insured under this part,
the amount shown on the Declarations Page for
Medical Payments applies to each car separately.

other insurance—your car
If there is any other automobile medical expenses
insurance that covers a loss under this part, we'll pay
our proportionate share of the loss.
14
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liability
We'll pay, on behalf of persons insured under this part,
all sums they become legally obligated to pay as
damages because of a car accident in which someone
else is injured or killed. Or in which someone else's
property is damaged or destroyed.

first aid
We'll pay back anyone insured under this part the cost
of immediate and necessary first aid to others at the
scene of the accident involving a car insured under
this part.

bail bonds
If you or anyone else insured under this part is
arrested as a result of the accident or the violation of
a traffic law and must put up bail, we'll pay up to $250
for the cost of a bail bond. The insured must first get
the bond.

release that "attachment." But the amount of the bend
can not be more than the maximum amount s h :.vn for
the applicable coverage under this part shown en the
Declarations Page.

judgment
After the case is decided, we'll pay the amount which
the court decides you or anyone else is respcrS!oie
for, up to the maximum amount shown for this part on
the Declarations Page. We'll pay any court costs you
may be responsible for. We'll also pay all interest on
the amount for which the court judges you or any
other insured responsible that builds up between the
time the court decides the amount and the tine we
pay the amount which we're obliged to pay.

expenses
We II pay any reasonable bills connected with :re
defense of you or any other insured incurred a: our
request, such as travel expenses to attend court But
we won't pay more than $50 per day for actua' net
wages icst if the insured has to take time otf •rom
work.

appeal bonds
We'll pay the cost of necessary appeal bonds if we
decide to appeal the case to a higher court.

cooperation

If other persons claim that you or anyone else insured
under this part injured them or damaged their property
in the accident, we can settle these claims out of
court, if we want to. If they sue, we'll defend against
claims covered under this policy, even if these claims
aren't true. But if we wish, we can settle the suit out
of court.

AH persons insured under this part must cooperate
with us in any way we reasonably request in settling
claims under this part. Cooperation includes amending
hearings and trials, helping in suing others who are
responsible for the accident, giving evidence, h e ! pmg
us get witnesses to attend a trial and so on. If anyone
voluntarily makes any payments, assumes any
obligations, or incurs any expenses except for first aid
to others at the scene of the accident, we wen't be
responsible for reimbursement.

release of attachment bonds

right of recovery

If the person suing you or anyone else insured under
this part ties up your property through a legal
"attachment," we'll pay the premium of a bond to

If we pay for a loss under this part, we acquire the
right to get back the amount we paid from anyone
responsible for the loss (except persons insured under

legal defense
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; part). Anyone insured under this part must help us
jo this m any reasonable way we ask. No one
jred under this part may do anything to interfere
h this right.

t i o n a g a i n s t us
one insured under this part may bring any legal
on against us unless all obligations under this
cy have been fulfilled. You must also wait until the
Dunt of the settlement has been determined, either
:ourt or by agreement among the insured, us, and
person making the claim. No person is entitled to
ude us in any legal action against you. No one
jred under this part may involve us in a suit as a
endant. Our obligations aren't changed in any way
the bankruptcy of any insured.

hat errs part 3 coders

trailers
This part covers alljtrailers that are designed to be
pulled by a passencjer car. The trailer may be used
with a passenger car or a truck as descrbec above,
but it may not be used with any other kind of car f c
business. This part also covers farm equipment pulled
by a truck as descr bed above. Under this part, when
trailer is attached to a car, the trailer and the car a?e
considered to be ohe car.

substitute cars
If you can't use on^ of your own cars because it is
being serviced, breaks down or is damaged m an
accident, this part Rovers a car you borrow (with the
owner's permission! to use temporarily whiie y o y car
is being repaired or replaced. The borrowed car has
the same coverage under this pari that the car that is
out of service has.

irs described on
e declarations Page

who

s part covers all cars for which a premium charge
this coverage is shown on the Declarations Page.

in your car

placement cars
juring the current policy period, you acquire
nership of a passenger car or a truck with a one
cr smaller capacity, not used in any business
ept farming, to replace a car covered under this
t ( the newly acquired car is automatically covered
jer this pan for the remainder of the policy period.
> new car has the same coverage as the car it
faced had.

is i r u s u r ^ r i (f>f:r;

2)

You and anyone living in your household are insured
while using a car this part covers. Any persons you
give permission to ^jse this car are insured as long as
they use it in the w|ay you intended when you gave
them permission. We also insure any other person or
organization who mniight be held responsible fo r your
use of a car this pal
. art covers, for its use by someone
living in your household, or for its use by someone
using it with your permission.

Iditional cars

in someone Rise's car

during the current policy period, you acquire
nership of another passenger car or a truck as
scribed above in addition to those covered under
s part, this part covers the new car, too. But you
ae to let us know within 30 days after you get the
A/ car that you want it insured under this policy and
t under some other policy issued by us. If you don't
tify us. it won't be covered. All your other passenger
rs and trucks as described above must be insured
th us for this part to cover the additional car.

You're insured whil^ using a car you don't own.
Relatives living in your household are insured while
using a passenger car or trailer which is owned by
someone else or any organization when it is
reasonable to expect that the owner has given
permission to use \\ and it is used in the way intended
by the owner. This non-owned passenger car or trailer
has the same coverages as any one of your cars. But
there is no coverage for cars regularly usee by you or
such relatives.

s s e s W P / . o n \ p a y f o r »??«•» r\

3)

rs f o r hire
won't pay for any accident that happens while a
this part covers is being used as a taxi or car for
?. You're covered, though, if you're responsible for
accident while you're a passenger in a car you
)'t own.

bv. t;c*(1 legally responsible*) ati? m^niMl wh»U» uvnrj
any of your cars covered under this pan

other business

i won't pay for any injury or damage caused
sntionally.

We won't pay for injury or damage caused by anyone
using someone else's car in your business or
occupation or that of anyone else living in your
household, unless it is a passenger car being used by
you or your private driver, a trailer as described above
used with someone else's passenger car, cr a tra-ier
as described above used with a car covered by this
part.

jclear liability

your property

tentionai damage

\ won't pay for any accident covered by a nuclear
ergy liability policy or that would have been covered
any such policy if its maximum amount hadn't been
:eeded.

irm machinery
3 won't pay for injury or damage caused by use of
'm machinery.

3ur employees
e won't pay for injuries suffered by any of your
iployees while they're on the job. But injury suffered
' domestic employees is covered under this part if
ey're not covered and don't have to be covered
ider workers' compensation.

3llow employees

We won't pay for any damage to property you or any
other insured owns or are transporting. Nor will we
pay for damage to property rented to you or anyone
else living in your household or which you cr they
have charge of except a residence or garage you or
they rent from someone else.

newly acquired car
If you acquire ownership of another car while covered
by this policy, even if such car qualifies as a
replacement or additional car as described in this part,
we won't pay for damage caused by that car if you
have another insurance policy that covers it.

relatives and regularly used cars
We won't pay for injury or damage caused by anyone
using a car (not covered under this part) owned by a
relative living in your household. Nor by anyone using
a car (not covered under this part) which you don't
own if the car is regularly used by you or such
relatives.

anyone insured under this part (for example, people
zing in your household or people to whom you give
srmission to use your car) inures a fellow employee
'hile using a car in his or her employer's business,
'e won't pay for the injury. However, you are covered
you injure a fellow employee.

how we'll settle a claim (part 2)

uto business

amount—injury: each person

Ve won't pay for injury or damage caused by anyone
sing a car in any automobile business (such as
elling, repairing, servicing, storing or parking cars),
iut you, anyone living in your household, or any
lusiness associates (for whose use of the car you may

The amount shown on the Declarations Page under
"BODILY INJURY LIABILITY—EACH PERSON" is the
maximum amount we'll pay under this part for each
person injured in an occurrence.

—injury: each occurrence
The amount shown on the Declarations Page under
"BODILY INJURY LIABILITY—EACH OCCURRENCE" is
the maximum total amount we'll pay under this part in
any one occurrence, regardless of how many persons
were injured.

lamage to property
The amount shown on the Declarations Page under
"PROPERTY DAMAGE LIABILITY—EACH OCCURRENCE"
is the maximum amount we'll pay under this part for
al! the property damaged in any one occurrence,
including the loss of its use.

In the case of c$ rs you ocn't own, including S L :
cars, we'll only jj)ay that part of the damages f ;
more than the a fnount payable under any other
insurance that clove rs the loss.

financial responsibility laws
(part 3) I
If we certify thi$ policy as a proof of financial
responsibility inikeeping with the laws of your state,
the coverage provided under this part will comply
completely with! all the requirements of your state's
law as to the extent of coverage and the limits
required.

more than one car
If this part covers more than one car, the amounts
shown for this part on the Declarations Page apply
separately to each car But the insuring of more than
one car will not increase the amount payable for any
one occurrence.

more than one insured person
Insurance under this part covers separately each
person iniured under this pan acainst whom a claim is
made. We won't pay more than the maximum amounts
shown for this part on the Declarations Page even
though more than one insured person is involved.

to w h o m payments are made
Once the amount of the settlement has been
determined, the person making the claim against you
can collect that amount from us—up to the amounts
shown for this part on the Declarations Page.

other insurance—your car
If you or anyone else insured under this part has other
insurance that covers a loss under this part, we'll pay
cur proportionate share of the loss. But we won't pay
for a (oss caused by a newly acctured (additional or
replacement) car if you have another insurance policy
that covers it.

other insurance—someone
else's car
18
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you've paid for this coverage (see the Declarations
age), we'll pay persons insured under this part the
mount they are legally entitled to recover as damages
jr bodily injury' from the person or organization
^sponsible for the car accident in which they are
ijured, but only when they could not collect because:

part

-the other person is not insured or is
nderinsured
he person or organization responsible for the
ccident has no liability insurance or has inadequate
ess than the amount required by your state's
nancial responsibility law) liability insurance
overage or liability bond at the time of the
ccident.

-the other person's coverage is denied
he person or organization reponsible for the
ccident has adequate liability insurance coverage
t the time of the accident, but for some reason, the
ompany writing the insurance denies coverage or
; (or becomes) insolvent.

-hit-and-run
(either the driver nor the owner of the car which
aused injury by hitting a person insured under this
art (or by hitting a car that person was occupying
t the time of the accident) can be identified.

i n j u r s ! , (jiviiui the f a i l s :-uppnrt - > a ('t» *'•
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inspection
At our request, injured persons irsured urco r :r : s part
or their legal representatives must let us r;$:e:t :'-e
car they were occupying at the : me of the a:c ne°t.

file details
We may ask injured persons insured under t u; s pat or
their legal representatives to file (under oa'A •
required) details of the claim on 'orms furn.sn.ee by us
describing the injury, treatment, and ar.^r, r: -e'e-.ant
to determining the amount to be paid. Anyone ^*aking
a claim may be asked to furnish a statement ."cer
oath as often as reasonably necessary.

medical records
Any injured person insured under this pan r\.s: >et cur
doctors examine him or her as often as reasc r 3j ! y
required. Injured persons (or, if t; ^y are se.e-e'y
disabled or they die, their legal re?resentat\cS or
survivors making the claim) must author :e us ~
writing to get any medical records or reports v\e need

settlement
Neither you, your legal representative, nor er»one else
entitled to payment under this pan may serve .v;tr

o

yone responsible for the accident without our
nsent. If, before we make a payment under this part,
u or they or the legal representative of either starts
/ legal action against anyone responsible for the
:ident, that person must immediately send us a copy
the legal documents served relating to this action.

|ht of recovery
>r a claim has been made under this part, we may '
uire the person making the claim to take whatever
on is necessary to preserve his or her right to
)ver damages from any persons legally responsible
the injury. In any legal action against us, we may
jire the person making the claim to include these
;ons as defendants. No one insured under this
:y may do anything to interfere with this right.

part, the new car, too, is covered under this Dart. T^cnew car has the sajme coverage applying to it as ar~.
of your old cars have. For example, if you already c»v
two cars, cne of which is covered under this part an.c
the other of which s not, the new car would be
covered under this part. But you have to let us knew
within 30 days after you acquire ownership cf the new
car that you want it insured under this policy and n::
under some other pblicy issued by us. If you don't
notify us, it won't be covered. All your other passenger
cars and trucks as (Described above must be insured
with us for this part! to cover the additional car

substitute cars

red persons insured under this part may not take
legal action against us unless all obligations under
policy have been fulfilled.

If you can't use one of your own cars because it is
being serviced, breaks down or is damaged in an
accident, a car you borrow (with the owner's
permission} to use temporarily while your car is being
repaired or replaced! is covered under this part This
coverage applies to the borrowed car only if you have
it on the car that is (put of service.

at cars part 4 covers

trailers

tion against us

s described on
declarations page
for which a premium charge for this coverage is
/n on the Declarations Page are covered under
part.

This part covers all trailers you own that are designe:
to be pulled by a passenger car. The trailer may be
used with a passenger car or a truck as described
above, but it may noj be used with any other kind of
car for business. Thi^ part also covers farm equipment
pulled by a truck with a one ton or smaller capacity.
not used in any business except farming.

lacement cars
ring the current policy period, you acquire
irship of a passenger car or a truck with a one
r smaller capacity, not used in any business
)t farming, to replace a car covered under this
the newly acquired car is automatically covered
r this part for the remainder of the policy period,
lew car has the same coverages as the car it
:ed.

itional cars
r

ing the current policy period, you acquire
rship of another passenger car or a truck as
ibed above in addition to those insured under this

cars you don't own
Cars which are not owned by you or residents of your
household and which! are not furnished for your or
their regular use are [insured under this pan if you are
driving at the time of jthe accident and have this
coverage on any of your own cars.
w h o is i n s u r e c H p a r t 4 )
You are insured under! this part, as well as any relative
living in your household, anyone occupying a car
covered under this pap. or anyone as to damages he
or she might be entitled to receive because of iniury to
one of these persons.

i.

; e s w e w o n ' t p a y f o r (;.ic-;rt, 4)

cars you own
We won't pay for injuries suffered by anyone insured
under this part if occupying or hit by a car, other than
a car insured under this part, owned by you or a
relative living in your household.

workers' compensation
We won't pay for injuries that are, or should be,
covered under benefits provided under any workers'
compensation law, disability law, or any similar law.

cars owned or used by residents
We won't pay for injuries suffered by anyone other
than you or a relative living in your household while
occupying a car or trailer as described above owned
by someone other than you who lives in your
household. Nor will we pay for injuries suffered by
persons other than you or a relative living in your
household while occupying a car used as a taxi or car
for hire or any car being used without the owner's
permission.

cars not included
We won't pay for injuries caused by any of the
following vehicles, even though they may not have any
liability insurance applying to them:
cars owned or operated by anyone considered to
be a self-insurer under any financial responsibility
law or similar law; a car you don't own if it is
furnished for your regular use or for the regular use
of a relative living in your household (for example, a
company car);
any cars owned by a government agency in the
United States of America or in Canada;
land motor vehicles operated on crawler-treads or
rails or used as places to live or as places
of business;
equipment or vehicles designed for use mainly off
public roads (unless the accident happens on a
public road); and
motorcycles owned by you or by a relative living in

your household.
We won't pay for injuries caused by any of
these vehicles.
if. . . - v e ' i l i,et:.;« .-.

:.!.;;; {;,..:

;

amount—per person
The maximum amount we'll pay to an insured person
under this part can be found on the Declarations Page
under "PROTECTION AGAINST UNINSURED
MOTORISTS-EACH PERSON."

—per accident
The maximum total amount we'll pay under this part
for injuries in any one accident, regardless of hew
many people are involved, may be found on the
Declarations Page under "PROTECTION AGAINST
UNINSURED MOTORISTS-EACH ACCIDENT."

arbitration
Whether the insured is legally entitled to recover
damages, and the actual amount we'll pay under this
part, will be determined by agreement between tne
insured person and us. If no agreement can be
reached, upon written demand of either party, the
matter will be submitted for arbitration according to
the rules of the American Arbitration Association. Both
we and the injured person agree to be bound by the
decision of the arbitrators.

judgment
Unless legal action is taken with our written consent,
no judgment of a court against anyone who may be
responsible for the accident will determine (so far as
the insured and we are concerned) either who was
responsible for the accident or what amount of
damages is due.

to whom payments are made
We can make payments to the person insured under
this part or, if that person is a minor, to his or her
parent or guardian. If the insured person dies,
payments can be made to the surviving spouse In any
case, we can make payments to a person authorized
21

law to get these payments or to a person legally
tied to receive damages the payment represents.

>re than one insured person
ore than one person is insured under this part, the
ranee applies separately to each person. But we
't pay more than the maximum amounts shown for
part on the Declarations Page, even though more
one insured person is injured.

>re than one car
Dre than one car is insured under this part, the
s shown on the Declarations Page for this part
/ separately to each car.

/ments reduced
amount we agree to pay under this part will be
cad by any amount recovered from persons
Dnsible for the accident, and by any amount
ded under any workers' compensation law,
nlity benefits law, or any similar law. The amount
under this part will also be reduced by any
mt paid under Part 2 or Part 3 of this policy.

er insurance—your car
ire is other similar insurance that covers injuries
red in a car you own, we'll pay our proportionate
) of the amount due.

er insurance—someone else's
i case of cars you don't own, we'll only pay if the
nt due is more than the amount payable under
ther similar insurance that covers the accident,
hen we'll only pay that amount by which the
num amount for this part shown on the
rations Page exceeds the maximum amount
Jed by the other insurance. We'll only pay if you
this coverage on any of your own cars insured
JS.

;t agreement
pay any person under this part, we're entitled to
3ck that amount from any settlement or judgment

that person ms^es wun anyone responsiDie ic r me
injury. Persons receiving payments from us must ho!d
in trust for us any rights of recover/ they have agamst
anyone respors ble tor the accident and must do
whatever is necessary to guarantee these rights and
may not do anything! to interfere with these rights. If
we request it r writing, persons who have received
payments from us uhder this part must do anything
necessary in their o^vn name, through any
representative we designate, to recover these
payments as damages from those responsible for the
accident. Out c ; 3ny amount recovered, they must pay
us back any exDensejs, costs and lawyers' fees which
we incurred he;pmg them make this recovery. Persons
receiving payments from us under this part must also
provide us with any legal documents necessary to
secure their nc~:s and ours as outlined here.

ADDENDUM E

ALL.EN N. H E N D E R S O N ,

#1458

GORDON J. SWENSON, #3172
607 Crandall Building
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101
Telephone: (801) 322-1279
Attorneys for Plaintiff
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT
IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH
GORDON J. SWENSON,
Plaintiff,
AFFIDAVIT
vs.
CHRYSLER CORPORATION;
HINCKLEYS INCORPORATED, a/k/a
HINCKLEY'S INCORPORATED,
a/k/a HINCKLEY'S INC.; UNIVERSAL UNDERWRITERS INSURANCE
COMPANY; GORDON T. GLENN;
WESTERN SURETY COMPANY;
PRUDENTIAL GENERAL INSURANCE
COMPANY; and NATIONWIDE
MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY,

Civil No. C84-6816
Judge Judith M. Billings

Defendants.

STATE OF UTAH

)

: ss.
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE )
Ray Potter, being duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says:
1.

THAT he is a professional automobile mechanic expe-

rienced in the installation and removal of automobile transmissions and transaxles, and is the owner of Ray's Transmission
Repair, La Verkin, Utah;
2.

THAT during June or July of 1984, he personally

inspected the transaxle mounts on the 1980 Dodge Omni 024,
serial no. ZL24-AAD-328914;

3,

T H A T , based on s u c h

inspection,

it

is his

opinion

that the transaxle mounts failed because the transaxle mount
holes had been redrilled and a piece of cloth inserted in an
attempt to make the bolt stay and hold the mount in place;
4.

THAT such redrilling and rag insertion could not have

occurred merely through wear and tear or mechanical breakdown
or failure, but would have required the affirmative act of one
or more persons.

t 7

*H
Subscribed to in my pres nee and sworn to before m&&tf^*'
H1*

day of

ccraven-

*0,
%^

/ NOTARY
* I PUBLIC

1985.

W-,

NOTARY PUBLIC
Residing i n :

OF

S4. G> eofc6e , Q-toti

My Commission Expires:

STATE OP UTAH

)
: ss.
COUNTY OP SALT LAKE )
The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this
day of

, 1985, by Ray Potter.

NOTARY PUBLIC
Residing in:
My Commission Expires:

-

2 -

GOOGSO

